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The TwinCAT 3 Lighting Solution also makes

International jury honors Beckhoff lighting solution with German Design Award

it easy to implement modern Human Centric
Lighting (HCL) concepts.

High-tech meets design

The Beckhoff lighting solution offers a host of impressive features, including software that facilitates the commissioning of
DALI lighting controllers, and a high-quality design. This was the feedback from the jury in their deliberations for the German
Design Award 2022.
This was the feedback from the jury in their deliberations for the German Design

operate via a panel and mobile devices such as tablets. The lighting solution was

Award 2022. The experts from all areas of design gave the Beckhoff TF8050

developed together with Thomas Beckhoff of Elektro Beckhoff and is available

lighting solution a ‘Special Mention‘ in the Buildings and Elements category. “The

to all customers.

German Design Award is one of the most highly prized honors in the industry, so
it’s a real privilege for us to achieve this recognition,” enthuses Georg Schem-

Recognized design award turns ten years old

mann, responsible for Building Automation Industry Management at Beckhoff.

The German Design Award is the greatest accolade bestowed by the German Design Council and, according to the organizers, one of the most highly renowned

Experts praise lighting solution for its numerous advantages

international design awards. The German Design Council has been honoring

“The modern and simple DALI-2 lighting solution from Beckhoff offers many ad-

pioneering designers and their work with this award for ten years, with entries

vantages,” the international jury was quoted as saying in its statement. The highly

judged by an international jury made up of leading professionals from all areas of

flexible and scalable design of the product allows it to handle anything from small

design. The ‘Special Mention’ element of the German Design Award is presented

applications to huge projects. What’s more, “With additional features including

for remarkable design achievements. This seal of quality serves to set award

various interfaces and standard functions, optional cloud connection, and rapid

winners apart from the competition if they have taken a special approach to their

programming, it also offers real savings in terms of both resources and time.”

work or a particular aspect of it that impresses the jury.

Simplification of all work steps – from engineering to maintenance

Georg Schemmann,

“The TwinCAT 3 Lighting Solution (TF8050) has been used in many projects since

Business Manager Building Automation

it launched two years ago,” explains Georg Schemmann. With this software, a

at Beckhoff

suitable solution can be implemented for any lighting situation in large office
buildings, logistics halls, or production halls. And further: “This includes not
only a comprehensive, seamless range of functions, but also the consistent simplification of all work steps and operating options. Even large DALI-2 systems
can be commissioned within a very short time.” What’s more, the TwinCAT 3
Lighting Solution is fully HTML5-capable, decentrally scalable, and simple to

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf8050
www.german-design-award.com
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With an ideal automation platform for intra
logistics, Beckhoff continues to expand its
presence across the industry, enabling innova
tive solutions like this distribution center for
Gap, Inc., which was implemented by leading

Beckhoff USA strengthens intralogistics industry efforts

Comprehensive expertise in warehouse and distribution logistics
© Al Ferreira Photography, 2019

intralogistics equipment supplier, EuroSort.

|
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Beckhoff increases personnel and industry group activities to help OEMs, integrators and end users succeed in rapidly changing
industry. For example, with deep industry knowledge, Doug Schuchart from Beckhoff USA will lead worldwide efforts in distribution and fulfilment center, parcel and post applications.

As intralogistics industry growth continues to accelerate, Beckhoff is add-

In addition to the personnel increase, the company has also grown its portfolio

ing resources to enable distribution and fulfillment center, parcel and post

with solutions targeted to intralogistics applications and taken on additional

operations to meet evolving technology demands. Doug Schuchart will lead

leadership roles in key industry groups under Doug Schuchart’s leadership.

Beckhoff business development efforts worldwide in this industry as Global

Beckhoff became a founding member of the new Scan, Label, Apply, Manifest

Intralogistics Industry Manager. The promotion follows his successful vertical

(SLAM) Industry Group at MHI, the largest material handling, logistics and

industry efforts with equipment OEMs, warehouse integrators and end users

supply chain association in North America. SLAM launched in February 2022

in the U.S. for over five years. During the intralogistics and e-commerce boom

to “provide thought leadership for best practices on ‘the last 100 feet’ of every

in recent years, Doug Schuchart played a critical role in winning new business,

warehouse in the world,” according to MHI. Beckhoff actively participates in

driving customer success with some of the industry’s most recognizable names

the MHI Solutions Community and Conveyor & Sortation Systems (CSS) Industry

and increasing Beckhoff involvement in key industry groups. Collaborating

Groups, among other intralogistics and material handling organizations.

with product management in Germany and the U.S., Doug Schuchart assisted
in developing products aimed at the intralogistics industry, including the
EP7402 EtherCAT Box with integrated controller for motor-driven roller (MDR)
conveyors.
Under the guidance of Doug Schuchart, Beckhoff has expanded its industry
team by hiring Nathan Hibbs and promoting Gilbert Petersen, both based in the
U.S. Nathan Hibbs will serve as a Material Handling & Intralogistics Business
© Beckhoff

Development Manager for Beckhoff USA. He brings deep intralogistics industry
expertise, particularly with right-size-packaging technology and other systems
that require high degrees of motion control and mechatronics. Based in Greater
Atlanta, he holds a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from the
Georgia Institute of Technology. A longstanding Beckhoff engineering expert,
Gilbert Petersen transitioned into the role of Material Handling & Intralogistics

The intralogistics and material handling industry team gathers at the MODEX 2022
trade show (from left): Doug Schuchart, Nathan Hibbs and Gilbert Petersen

Application Specialist at the beginning of 2022. He started at the company as an
application engineer in 2012 and was promoted to System Consultant in 2019.
He is based in central Massachusetts.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/intralogistics
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MX-System: Modular plug-in system for control cabinet-free automation

Modular automation toolkit
revolutionizes control cabinet design
With the MX-System as a modular automation toolkit, Beckhoff has packaged its comprehensive product port
folio in a new housing system, which is designed in such a way that the resulting solution can completely replace
traditional control cabinets. In doing so, Beckhoff – in its role as a technology leader – is once again initiating a
revolution in automation technology and setting new standards.

With the robust baseplate and plug-in function modules from the areas of IPC,
bus coupler, I/O, motion, relay, and system technology, the MX-System provides a
highly flexible, control cabinet-free automation solution with protection rating IP67.

PC Control 02 | 2022
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While the first Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) only took care of linking
the input and output signals of machines and systems, today’s PC-based control
technology can take on all the automated functions found in modern manufacturing processes. I/Os, drive technology, safety technology, data inputs, connections to higher-level systems, and even image processing tasks – everything is
handled by the central controller. This increase in different tasks explains why
control cabinets often have not become more compact, despite the fact that
electronics are constantly getting smaller and more powerful – even with safety
functions integrated inside them. Often, the opposite can even be observed –
additional automated machine functionalities have continuously increased the
number of function-specific components in control cabinets.
A conventional control cabinet can usually be divided into different functional
areas:
–

energy supply, protection, and distribution

–

generation and protection of auxiliary voltages

–

sequence control with the inputs and outputs

–

motor control

–

connection level for the field devices

If we compare the control cabinet technology of past decades, it becomes clear
that the basic structure, including the areas mentioned, has remained almost
unchanged – regardless of the number and size of components. Today, manual processes are still used to place components and establish the electrical
connection within and between the individual areas of the control cabinet. In
order to dispense with the large amount of wiring effort involved, Beckhoff has
recognized that the reduction of effort is only possible in the long term on the
basis of uniform interfaces of all devices or functional units. The goal is not only
to make the planning and production of control cabinets more efficient through
digitization and automation, but also to completely substitute control cabinets
in their current form. With this in mind, a modular toolkit – the MX-System – has
been developed in which pluggable modules with standardized electrical and
mechanical interfaces are interconnected via a base unit.
EtherCAT as the system-wide standard interface
EtherCAT forms the technological foundation for the standard interfaces of the
MX-System. Due to its special functional principle – data processing on the fly
– this globally established communication standard is ideally suited to this task.
EtherCAT is able to connect a large number of I/O modules, drives, and other
components to a controller in almost any topology and sequence. Functional
safety is also integrated. The highly accurate synchronization of all components
in the system is made possible by the distributed clocks of the EtherCAT technology, with which deviations of less than 100 ns are achieved. The extensive
diagnostic features of EtherCAT ensure stable system communication, as any
faults can be detected, localized, and eliminated at an early stage.
As EtherCAT covers the entire range of data transmission requirements, one bus
system is sufficient for internal system communication as well as for external
expansions, which can also be connected via EtherCAT P. This is the One Cable
Automation extension of EtherCAT technology and involves the transmission
of data and power on one line. Within the MX-System, only the power has to
be transmitted in addition to EtherCAT, meaning that it is possible to reduce
the number of internal interfaces to just two. The first interface includes the

|
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Different baseplates – with data connectors or with data and power connectors –
can be used to suit specific applications.

extra-low safety voltages 24 and 48 V DC as well as the EtherCAT protocol. This

mounted directly on the machine or system. A central, manually installed con-

mix of voltages and signals is brought together on a single data connector. As

trol cabinet is therefore no longer necessary. To create a complete MX-System

a second interface, the mains voltage up to a maximum of 530 V AC (3-phase,

assembly, only a single tool is needed to screw the modules to the baseplate.

plus neutral conductor and PE) as well as the drive system’s DC link bus with a
voltage of up to 848 V DC are output on another connector.

The baseplate’s current carrying capacity of 63 A for power and 30 A for the
extra-low voltages for machine safety is able to cover most requirements in

Baseplate concept as control cabinet replacement

automation. The length of the baseplate is initially limited to 1 m and 24 modules.

The connectors of the MX-System, together with the PCB backplane, are well

The integrated housekeeping system records environmental parameters such as

protected in a robust aluminum extrusion profile onto which the function mod-

temperature and humidity as well as vibrations and shocks within the baseplate.

ules are plugged and screwed in place. This unit, which consists of the housing
and electronics, is called the baseplate and, in addition to the mechanical

The baseplate is available in different versions. A compact control for direct

enclosure, also includes backplanes, on the one hand for control voltages and

mains connection can be set up even with the 1-row baseplate with data con-

communication, and on the other hand for supply voltages. The combination

nectors for the function modules measuring 110 mm in height. The 24 V power

of baseplate and function modules meets the requirements of protection rating

supplies and IPCs required for this are included in the function module portfolio.

IP67 and is passively cooled within a temperature range of 0 to +50 °C. This

The 2-row baseplates include both data connectors and underlying power con-

eliminates the need for additional protective housings and allows the unit to be

nectors. Further baseplate variants will offer, among other things, a hybrid mix

PC Control 02 | 2022
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The MX-System is highly modular and can be optimally adapted to the application
at hand with a wide range of function modules.

of connectors within the rows as well as an expansion stage with three rows,

The hot-swappable function modules cover all functions required on a

something that is required for more powerful drive modules.

machine and are divided into the IPC, bus coupler, I/O, motion, relay, and
system product areas. They are based on the proven range of PC- and

Modules for all control cabinet functions

EtherCAT-based control and drive technology from Beckhoff. This portfolio

The MX-System baseplate replaces the wiring between the components of a

has been expanded to include functions for direct switching of 1- or 3-phase

control cabinet and in this form is a real innovation in automation technology.

AC actuators such as asynchronous motors or electric heaters. The motion

The function modules take over the essential properties of the components

product area has been expanded to include frequency converters. Also new

typically installed in a conventional control cabinet. However, they are not a 1:1

for Beckhoff are the system modules that provide the required infrastructure

replacement, as several control cabinet functions are always combined into one

for the control functions. Examples include switching power supplies for

function module. Each module comes with various features already integrated.

24 and 48 V DC, UPS modules, and Ethernet switches.

These include protection for outgoing lines and the connection level, which
is provided via M8 and M12 signal connectors or connectors from Beckhoff’s

In addition, modules with a hybrid design have been developed. These

ECP/ENP series if higher power levels are involved. In addition, many power

include power infeeds that provide, among other things, the mains connection

modules provide integrated inputs for the sensors associated with an actuator.

point, main switch, mains filter, energy measurement technology, residual

These and many other solutions have been developed in close collaboration

current measurement and 24 V DC power supply as a functional package

with leading customers from various industries.

in one housing. Another example are EtherCAT P outputs including devices

|
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With the MX-System and EtherCAT, the
conventional centralized control approach
is replaced by a decentralized, distributed
control platform.

+ 400 V AC, 600 V DC

+ 24 V DC, 48 V DC

If desired, the MX-System can also be
used in combination with a control cabinet
or other IP67 products from Beckhoff,
connected via the EtherCAT or EtherCAT P
standards.

+ 400 V AC, 600 V DC

+ 600 V DC

PC Control 02 | 2022
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for line protection for both the protective extra-low voltages and the low
voltages.
In the event that a function needs to be mapped by a device installed in a traditional control cabinet, the baseplate extension function module is available.
This extends the baseplate beyond the right side and provides a protected installation space for IP20 devices. Here, both the voltages of the data connector
and power connector as well as an EtherCAT connection are provided. Just like
all other function modules, the system modules are characterized by the fact
that they are EtherCAT devices. This enables high adjustability, actual value
evaluation and detailed diagnostics directly from the machine control.
Advantages for machine builders
The inherently modular MX-System significantly reduces the planning effort and

Daniel Siegenbrink, Product Manager MX-System, Beckhoff Automation

the required number of components for the machine builder in the design phase.
According to initial experience, the scope of the circuit diagram and the work
involved are reduced to only 20% in some cases. This will also be reflected in a
corresponding reduction in overall costs.
Advantages for the machine end user
Machines and systems can also be designed to be much more space-saving and

One major diagnostic advantage compared to the classic control cabinet is

application-specific. Machine builders can mount the compact MX-System di-

that the MX-System only uses networked components. This means that the

rectly on the machine, which eliminates the need for a separate control cabinet

status of each individual circuit breaker, power supply or main switch module,

with its own cable routes. This reduces the overall installation effort, especially

for example, can be queried at any time – as would normally be the case for a

in conjunction with pre-assembled cables. In addition, the pluggable installation

device in an EtherCAT network. As part of the new Beckhoff Device Diagnos-

can be handled by a mechanic rather than specialized electricians only. Machine

tics, the familiar extensive diagnostic options of EtherCAT are supplemented by

modularity, which is now an absolutely essential prerequisite, is also consistent-

a serial number that is unique for each module. This is placed as a data matrix

ly and optimally supported by the MX-System as it can be distributed across the

code on the front of the module and can be scanned using a smartphone app.

machine in modules.

The smartphone connects to the controller by wireless technology and displays
the respective diagnostic data, such as the module status or error memory. In

Certification is another important aspect from a machine building perspective.

this way, the smartphone becomes a “universal digital voltmeter and scope”,

The MX-System is a control cabinet replacement that complies with the relevant

which goes above and beyond simply replacing traditional measuring devices.

control cabinet standards and, unlike conventional cabinets, is already IEC, UL

Maintenance and service technicians benefit from precise information about

and CSA-compliant, making it a globally standardized solution. The machine

the state of a function or assembly without having to measure up the hardware.

builder can therefore manufacture from stock without any problems and does

This has an overall positive effect on plant operation.

not have to consider which target country the machine is intended for when
assembling it for delivery.

Simplified maintenance and servicing offer many advantages for the operator
of machines and systems, e.g. repairs take significantly less time, as the main-

Advantages for control cabinet construction

tenance engineer can identify the fault location (e.g. cable or module) with the

The control cabinet and panel builder industry is set to benefit enormously

aid of the device diagnostics. The pluggability of the modules makes it easier to

from the simple plug-in solution that eliminates complex individual wiring. For

replace them if necessary. The hot-swap functionality even enables this during

example, a control cabinet assembly process that previously took 24 hours can

operation. The encapsulation of individual functions in a function module brings

now be reduced to approximately one hour of system installation. In addition,

the additional advantage of only a few spare parts that need to be stocked. The

the significant risk of wiring errors, especially in the case of sophisticated control

complete EtherCAT networking of the system ensures that the requirements of

cabinets, is avoided. The error-prone individual production processes that the

modern predictive maintenance management are fully met. All in all, it can be

control cabinet builder previously had to carry out manually have now been

seen that the individual advantages resulting from the use of the MX-System

transferred to the prefabricated functional modules.

reflect the requirements of both machine builders and machine operators, thus
paving the way for a future without control cabinets.

There are also advantages for control cabinet construction from a logistical point
of view. Analyses have shown that, in some cases, 90% of previous parts list
items required for classic control cabinets are no longer needed. Furthermore,
many machine builders will be able to simplify their logistics processes, since
this easy-to-install technology often eliminates the need for external control
cabinet construction.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/mx-system
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AA3000 series: Efficient servomotor alternative for energy-intensive pneumatic cylinders

Electric cylinders eliminate compressed air
requirements in production plants
The new AA3000 series electric cylinders from Beckhoff are ideal as direct drives for linear motion applications with high process
forces and speeds. They combine advantages in force, dynamics and compactness with the benefits of servo technology, such as
controlled positioning, safe holding at a standstill and high energy efficiency. Now production plants have all necessary tools to
eliminate energy-intensive pneumatic cylinders and compressed air requirements entirely.

AA3000 series electric cylinders can replace energy-intensive
pneumatic cylinders while providing the dynamics, precision and
functionality of a servomotor.

PC Control 02 | 2022
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Three versions are currently available in the
AA3000 series, each with two variants.

The goal in typical application scenarios would be to dynamically generate high

The integrated mechanism consisting of precise roller bearings, ball screw and

forces without the use of compressed air. The AA3000 series electric cylinders

guide ensures backlash-free, purely translatory movement in the AA3000 elec-

are ideal for this purpose. Considering the time required for pressure build-up

tric cylinders – with very compact dimensions. The shaft end of the spindle fea-

with conventional pneumatic cylinders, this modern servomotor-based alter

tures an external thread to mount commercially available adapters such as ball

native responds faster and is much more controllable and energy-efficient.

heads or clamping hooks to connect pneumatic/hydraulic products. The flange
size is based on DIN ISO 15552 and has bolting points on both sides in case,

Despite the very compact design, the electric cylinders offer high peak forces

for example, an application requires a swivel bolt connection. This compatibility

of up to 25,000 N. At the same time, they are designed in accordance with the

makes the conversion from pneumatic to electric drive technology particularly

DIN ISO 15552 standard, making the replacement of pneumatic cylinders very

easy. A special feature is the integrated anti-rotation device of the spindle. The

simple. The integrated spindle anti-rotation device and the preprogrammed

AA3000 electric cylinder is thus a completely ready-to-use system without the

intelligent absolute encoder system minimize the work involved in installation

need to add any additional mechanics, such as a torque arm.

and operation by enabling simple plug-and-play installation, including end
position monitoring.

In addition to the high resolution, the built-in, safe 24-bit multi-turn encoder
(SIL 2) offers the advantages of One Cable Technology (OCT) and an electronic

The system advantages in detail

identification plate for quick and easy commissioning. This means that the elec-

The design of the Beckhoff electric cylinder is based on the hollow shaft princi-

tric cylinder, together with the AX8000 Servo Drives from Beckhoff, can also be

ple, which is the most compact option for the mechanical design. This maintains

seamlessly integrated into the TwinSAFE solution for efficient implementation

compatibility with conventional pneumatic cylinders in the field.

of machine safety. Furthermore, the AA3000 enables uncomplicated access to

|
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The One Cable Technology (OCT) of the electric cylinders minimizes the cabling effort and
simplifies commissioning with an electronic identification plate, among other features.

process data without the additional sensor technology required for pneumatic

Extensive savings potential

cylinders. This data can then be used to optimize process performance quickly

The AA3000 electric cylinders demonstrate their application advantages wher-

and easily.

ever pneumatic cylinders or even small hydraulic cylinders have been used.
Examples include welding or riveting tongs, pressing and joining applications,

Complete integration into PC-based control

and metering and handling systems. Any application that requires linear motion

Another major advantage is the direct integration of the electric cylinders into

with high forces can benefit.

the PC-based control environment from Beckhoff. A good example of the benefits of the associated plug-and-play concept is the integrated end position mon-

Electric cylinders open up optimization and savings potential in a variety of

itoring, without which damage or even destruction of the actuator or affected

ways. As a complete, ready-to-use solution, they significantly reduce design

machine parts could occur during commissioning. With the AA3000, on the other

and installation costs compared to pneumatic systems with their additional

hand, corresponding soft stops are already stored in the electronic identification

mechanics, such as for end stops. Added to this is the high rigidity of the

plate, thus preventing commissioning errors of this kind.

system with very fast increases in force and good control of the forces to be
achieved, which ultimately leads to better process control. The simple adjust-

Deep integration into a comprehensive control system such as PC-based control

ment options – directly in software and without mechanical changes to the

is offered by only very few electric cylinders on the market. For machine and

machine – significantly increase overall process flexibility. Even servo-pneu-

system engineering specialists, this is the only way to unlock the full optimiza-

matic solutions are slower, more complicated and usually more cost-intensive

tion potential of these precisely controllable actuators. In addition, a universal

by comparison.

engineering tool with corresponding functionality, TwinCAT 3 Motion Designer,
makes electric cylinders even more user-friendly. Such a convenient solution

Further advantages are offered by the high functionality of the electric cylinders,

from a single source is particularly beneficial for applications that previously

which is provided by the electronic feedback of position and force – without

relied on pneumatic cylinders and the focus was therefore on mechanical and

the additional sensors required with pneumatics. This opens up a wide range

compressed air expertise. Here, the AA3000 electric cylinder can be used more

of possibilities including comprehensive logging for quality assurance or for

or less as a 1:1 replacement without additional special knowledge, elaborate

minimizing production effort, for example. In addition, unlike pneumatic cylin-

programming or complicated parameterization.

ders, where usually only the start and end positions are known, it is possible to

PC Control 02 | 2022

The current AA3000 offering

–

AA3033 offers 12,500 N peak force (up to 0.5 m/s
and 10 m/s2) or 6,250 N peak force (up to 1.0 m/s

The AA3000 electric cylinder series currently includes

and 20 m/s2). The maximum travel is 200 mm.

the following products, each with a rated supply voltage

Flange dimension and bolting points correspond

range of 100 to 480 V AC and available in two variants:

to a pneumatic cylinder according to DIN ISO 15552

–

AA3023 offers 6,250 N peak force (at up to 0.5 m/s
speed and 10 m/s2 acceleration) or 3,125 N peak

|
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with 63 mm piston diameter.
–

force (up to 1.0 m/s and 20 m/s2). The maximum

AA3053 offers 25,000 N peak force (up to 0.5 m/s
and 10 m/s2) or 12,500 N peak force (up to 1.0 m/s

travel is 150 mm. The dimensions correspond in

and 20 m/s2). The maximum travel is 250 mm.

flange dimension and bolting points to a pneumatic

Flange dimension and bolting points correspond

cylinder according to DIN ISO 15552 with 40 mm

to a pneumatic cylinder according to DIN ISO 15552

piston diameter.

with 100 mm piston diameter.

Sven Arne Lange, Product Manager
Drive Technology, Beckhoff Automation

run any movement profile. This also contributes to increased process efficiency

only possible via additional sensor technology and associated evaluation elec-

and quality.

tronics, which corresponds to additional expenses in terms of costs, materials
and engineering.

The sustainability and environmental aspects are also very important. This includes, on one hand, the longer and more predictable service life of the electric

If, on the other hand, an electric cylinder is used for a press-fit process of this

cylinders. Pneumatic cylinders usually achieve only a fraction of this – typical

kind, there are numerous advantages: after an initial calibration during commis-

maintenance intervals of 1 to 2 million cycles correspond to only one tenth of

sioning, the respective force can be set much more precisely to the application’s

those offered by the far more resilient electric cylinders. On the other hand, the

true required size. This means that the drive system – the electric cylinder and

use of electric cylinders means less production effort, lower operating costs,

servo drive – can also be correctly dimensioned and precisely adapted to the re-

the avoidance of ambient contamination from air containing oil and a reduc-

spective conditions. In addition, unlike the pneumatic variant, the electric cylin-

tion in raw material requirements due to more precise process sequences. In

der generates the necessary force directly and without a time delay during pres-

addition, there is often the fundamental requirement for more energy-efficient

sure build-up, which enables more uniform pressing-in. Overall, this results in a

production without compressed air supply – with a correspondingly better

more efficient process flow with minimized energy requirements. Added to this

carbon footprint.

is the advantage of detailed position feedback without the need for additional
external sensors. This makes it easy, for example, to record a force-displacement

Concrete application advantages

curve, which helps quickly identify any production errors that may occur. This is

The benefits of complete motion control with continuous feedback in practice

because a force value that is too low directly indicates that the fit is not correct.

can be effectively illustrated using a press-fit process as an application example:

This would not be readily apparent with the pneumatic cylinder merely moving

if a pneumatic cylinder is used for the press-fit process, the model specified

to position. A force-displacement diagram of this kind or additional process

tends to be oversized with excessively high air consumption as a result. This

information can also be combined with the serial number to enable traceability

is to ensure that the minimum force required by the process is always reliably

in the event of any errors occurring later due to faulty press-fitting.

achieved – even if a higher force is usually used. In addition, the end position
sensors with the pneumatic solution only indicate that a specified minimum
offset, i.e. the press-in depth, has been reached. Further process feedback is

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/aa3000
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TwinCAT Machine Learning
offers further inference engine
With TwinCAT Machine Learning Server as an additional inference engine,

Exchange (ONNX). Furthermore, there are AI-optimized hardware options for

TwinCAT Machine Learning also meets the increasingly growing requirements

this TwinCAT product that enable scalable performance.

of machine learning (ML) or deep learning for industrial applications. This is
because ML models are becoming more and more complex, the execution speed

The TwinCAT Machine Learning Server can operate in classic parallelization on

is expected to increase, and greater flexibility of inference engines is demanded

CPU kernels, either using the integrated GPU of the Beckhoff Industrial PCs or

with respect to ML models.

accessing dedicated GPUs, e.g., from NVIDIA. This provides an inference engine
with maximum flexibility in terms of models and high performance in terms of

TwinCAT Machine Learning Server is a standard TwinCAT PLC library and a

hardware. Applications can be found in predictive and prescriptive models as

so-called near-real-time inference engine, i.e., in contrast to the two previous

well as in machine vision and robotics. Examples include image-based methods

engines, it is not executed in hard real time, but in a separate process on the IPC.

for sorting or evaluating products, for defect classification as well as defect or

In return, basically all AI models can be executed in the server engine and this

product localization, and for calculating gripping positions.

with full support of the standardized exchange format Open Neural Network
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf3820

EL7062: Flexible and cost-effective stepper
motor terminal with 6 A total current

The EL7062 2-channel EtherCAT Terminal is designed for the direct connection
of two stepper motors in the medium power range of up to 3 A and for a voltage range of 8 to 48 V. With flexible parameterization and minimized channel
costs, the motion interface is suitable for a wide range of applications and for
price-sensitive stepper motor applications in particular.
In an extremely compact form factor, the EL7062 EtherCAT Terminal contains
stepper motor output stage, two digital inputs for limit switches and one
encoder interface per channel for a wide range of 5 V encoders. Via parameterization, the EL7062 can be flexibly adapted to the motor to be operated and
the corresponding application requirements. With regard to the input encoder
signal, the entire spectrum of TTL encoders (5 V differential, single-ended/open
collector) is supported. Particularly smooth and precise motor operation is
ensured by very high-resolution microstepping.
The maximum total output current is 6 A, so that typically two 3 A stepper
motors can be operated. This can also be configured variably, i.e., the motion
interface can also be configured for a 2 and a 4 A motor, for example. With the
ZB8610 fan module, which is available as an accessory, the maximum power
even increases to 5 A per channel. The use of the EL7062 2-channel variant
significantly reduces the channel price compared to the 1-channel solutions.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/el7062
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Message Broker

OPC UA
Pub/Sub
MQTT

OPC UA
Pub/Sub
MQTT

TwinCAT OPC UA Pub/Sub

TwinCAT OPC UA Pub/Sub

Unicast
Multicast
OPC UA
Pub/Sub
UDP

TwinCAT 3: Real-time-capable
data communication via OPC UA

OPC UA
Pub/Sub
UDP

Direct integration of OPC UA Pub/Sub communication into the TwinCAT 3

As an early adopter, Beckhoff implemented an initial prototype implementation

runtime paves the way for straightforward realization of machine-to-machine

of the UDP transport path back in 2016. Now, the implementation of MQTT

(M2M) and device-to-cloud (D2C) scenarios based on the OPC UA Pub/Sub

adds a second transport path. With the new TwinCAT 3 function OPC UA Pub/

specification.

Sub (TF6105), Beckhoff provides a package that can be used to configure and
use both OPC UA Pub/Sub UDP and MQTT Publisher and Subscriber directly in

With a new extension of the OPC UA specification, which Beckhoff played a

TwinCAT 3.

prominent role in helping develop, the publisher/subscriber principle is being
introduced into the established and standardized OPC UA communication protocol. Two different transport paths can be defined for data transmission: UDP
and MQTT. UDP enables efficient and real-time-capable data exchange in a local
network between machines or machine components, whereas transport via an
MQTT message broker primarily, but not exclusively, supports cloud scenarios.
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf6105

C6675: New device combines ATX motherboard with
housing and power supply of industrial server
The new C6675 control cabinet Industrial PC combines ATX motherboard and

concept adopted from C6670 also allows the use of additional high-performance

the housing and power supply unit of the C6670 industrial server to enable the

graphics cards, among other things. This means that even highly computationally

use of large, high-performance graphics cards for particularly advanced machine

intensive applications in the field of machine learning or machine vision can be

learning and vision applications.

implemented in the industrial environment.

The C6675 is a perfect symbiosis of the

The slots available are 2 x PCIe-x1, 2 x PCIe-x4, 1 x PCIe-x16, 2 x PCI

C6670 control cabinet industrial server

for full-length plug-in cards with a total of up to 300 W power.

and the C6650 control cabinet Industrial

Furthermore, the C6675 offers two removable SSD or hard disk frames,

PC. The new control cabinet Industrial

which together with the on-board RAID controller form a RAID-1

PC is equipped with components of the

system with two mirrored hard disks or SSDs. This ensures high data

highest performance class based on latest-generation Intel® Celeron®, Pentium®

security and failed hard disks or SSDs can easily be replaced during
operation.

or CoreTM i3/i5/i7 platforms on a Beckhoff
ATX motherboard. The housing and cooling

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/c6675
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Test bench at HS Kempten with a VW van converted
to electric drive by ABT

PC-based control technology for vehicles converted to electric drives

Fast and flexible test bench technology
supports realistic driving simulations
For small-series producers and manufacturers with a wide range of vehicle variants alike, being able to
count on comprehensive test bench technology that is fast, flexible and cost-effective is hugely important.
Kempten University of Applied Sciences has implemented a test bench just like this for ABT e-Line GmbH,
allowing it to perform tasks such as testing Volkswagen (VW) vans that have been converted to an electric
drive. PC-based control technology from Beckhoff serves as the central feature of the standard industrial
components used.

The test bench at Kempten University of Applied Sciences (HS Kempten) is

each other. Another advantage is that vehicles can be tested in their original

primarily used for testing vehicle functions. It was developed in the Labo-

roadworthy condition rather than having to be modified, as is the case for most

ratory for Control Engineering and Vehicle Systems at HS Kempten, which

conventional test benches.

examines applied research and development topics from the automotive and
automation sectors. The lab was originally founded in 2016 for the purpose

Florian Zerbes, a research assistant at the Allgäu Research Center at HS

of testing components, although its range of activities has since expanded to

Kempten, illustrates the scope and process of a test like this: “In the case of

include complex complete system test benches and even teaching in addition

an electric vehicle, the aim is to test whether the HVAC systems, which both

to research.

draw their necessary power from the high-voltage battery, have an influence
on the vehicle’s most important functions, such as switching on, switching off

The aims of the test bench are to test both new vehicles and new functions

and driving. This involves specifying a test cycle that repeatedly starts, stops

as quickly as possible, and also examine how individual functions influence

and accelerates the vehicle. The state of the vehicle changes as a result, i.e.

|
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Interior complete with robot and linear motors for vehicle operation

the HVAC system is switched on or off and the battery charge level is varied.

on the pedals press the accelerator and brake pedals, while a steering motor

With the test bench at HS Kempten, this test can run completely independently

turns the steering wheel. A second robot outside the vehicle plugs and unplugs

over several hours or even days. The process involves continuously recording

the various charging cables into and out of the charging socket.

the data from the test bench and the vehicle so that it can be analyzed and
transferred into the final test result.”

Measurement technology is used to acquire the currents and voltages in
the vehicle’s wiring harnesses for subsequent analysis. The Beckhoff control

Structure of the test bench

platform – a C6030 ultra-compact Industrial PC with TwinCAT – communi-

The output motors flanged to the vehicle wheels provide resistance to the

cates with the individual components and the vehicle (via the CAN bus). This

propulsion of the wheels, which is intended to simulate driving on a road. A

central control unit coordinates the individual components and controls them

robot inside the vehicle turns the ignition key, moves the gearshift, and oper-

accordingly. A range of different tests can be implemented, all with different

ates various buttons, such as those for interior climate control. Linear motors

procedures. The seamless integration of the CAN devices in the EtherCAT

© Beckhoff
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The Beckhoff system (center) – in this case, the C6030 ultra-compact Industrial PC,
seven EL6751 EtherCAT Terminals and an EL6614 – forms the central control platform
of the test bench and communicates directly with all components.

control system is ensured by nine EL6751 EtherCAT Terminals, 1-channel com-

Another consideration was to ensure that the system was capable of being

munication interfaces that integrate any CAN and CANopen devices.

installed in and removed from the vehicle quickly, and essentially regardless of
the vehicle model in question. The test bench therefore had to be easy to adapt.

During the test procedure, the vehicle faces driving conditions that it would on
a real road. For this purpose, a drive test bench moves the wheels according

With this in mind, Dr. Andreas Stiegelmeyr, Professor of Mechanical Engineering

to the simulated torques and can even accommodate steering movements. The

at HS Kempten, describes the requirements and implementation of the system

simulation is so close to reality that the vehicle does not even “realize” that

as follows: “We developed a test bench that is capable of testing most vehicle

it is on a test bench. Even the driver’s actions are simulated by corresponding

functions using standard vehicle interfaces. This makes it possible to test func-

actuators. Industrial robots perform most of the actions to facilitate as many

tions with a high degree of connectivity with minimal effort, regardless of the

different actions as possible. The surroundings are also simulated along with

vehicle type. What we have created is therefore a great alternative for vehicle

how the vehicle communicates with the environment – for example, via GPS.

manufacturers with a wide range of vehicle variants and for manufacturers of

In addition to developing the real test bench, HS Kempten has also created a

small series in particular.”

digital twin of the system. Not only does this facilitate pre-commissioning of
the test bench, but it also offers comprehensive visualization and monitoring

Florian Zerbes adds: “We chose a system from Beckhoff as the central con-

of the system.

trol because it already offers many different interfaces to industrial components. What’s more, the control technology can be easily expanded by adding

Industrial technology reduces costs and increases flexibility

EtherCAT Terminals, and even optimally distributed throughout a space due

A major consideration when developing the new test bench was how to make

to the exceptional freedom of the EtherCAT topology. The sheer volume of

the system as cost-effective as possible. This was notably achieved by using

hardware and software products available means many measurement and

standard industrial components such as converters, motors and controls.

control tasks can be completed with minimal effort. And to top it all off,

PC Control 02 | 2022
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ABT on the test bench
“The test bench at Kempten University of Applied Sciences allows us to respond quickly to changing
requirements. Within a very short time, this enables us to implement new and comprehensive test
scenarios and test our vehicle on a fully automatic basis. The test bench therefore provides us with

© Beckhoff

© HS Kempten

innovative support throughout our agile development process.”

Florian Zerbes, Research Assistant at the Allgäu Research Center

Overview of the Beckhoff control system interfaces

at HS Kempten, on hand during the vehicle testing process

on the test bench at HS Kempten

PC-based control from Beckhoff offers a clear cost advantage over systems

for example. Blocks like this can then be directly connected to the rest of the

from the automotive sector.”

model and the connection to the hardware can be configured in Simulink®.
Users can configure the individual messages via a GUI and configure other

Toolchain to determine test sequences

connections to the hardware directly in Simulink®. Once the Simulink® model

The test sequences are written in Structured Text (ST) using a specially devel-

has been created, it can be easily connected to TwinCAT via the toolchain with

oped toolchain and generated with MATLAB®/Simulink®. This makes it possible

minimal effort. All users have to do is decide which Simulink® model is to be

to use TwinCAT and Simulink together effectively. Florian Zerbes describes

linked to which TwinCAT project.

®

the details as follows: “Blocks that already contain the information for the
hardware links can be generated automatically in Simulink®. When compiling

Otherwise, everything runs completely automatically. At the same time, it is

the respective model, the corresponding hardware links are automatically set

also possible to make adjustments to the TwinCAT project in terms of the

by the TwinCAT Automation Interface and a link layer is created between the

hardware or the implementation of PLC projects, for example.

model and the hardware.” The new toolchain offers the following capabilities:
– The required Simulink® model can be created with virtually no effort.
–

Different databases can be used without any problems.

–

The connection to the hardware can be automated and configured directly
in the Simulink® model.

–

Users benefit from an incredibly straightforward interface.

The current focus of the toolchain is on the CAN bus, which in concrete terms
means that CAN message blocks can be created very quickly via a DBC file,

More information:
www.abt-eline.com
www.hs-kempten.de/en/research
www.beckhoff.com/measurement
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Control and measurement technology for acoustic gas temperature measurement in combustion plants

Precise temperature calculation with reduced
number of components and increased flexibility
In highly complex plants such as those in the energy sector or steel industry, standards for the measurement and analysis technology in use are also correspondingly high. These include not only fast and precise data acquisition, but also a system design that
is as flexible, expandable, cost-effective and space-saving as possible. This is precisely why Bonnenberg & Drescher relies on PCand EtherCAT-based control and measurement technology from Beckhoff for its acoustic gas temperature measurement (AGAM).
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In front of an AGAM system: Dr. Matthias Ritter (left)
and Dr. Martin Brodeck (right), both Managing Directors
of Bonnenberg & Drescher, and Ralf Stachelhaus (center),

© Beckhoff

Head of the Beckhoff Rhine-Ruhr branch office

Based in Aldenhoven, Germany, Bonnenberg & Drescher GmbH is a specialist

The physical principle behind the measurement setup is simple: the speed of

in process analysis and optimization and works primarily in combustion ap-

sound in a gas depends on the gas temperature – the hotter the gas, the faster

plications. The company was founded in 1971 and initially dealt with nuclear

the propagation speed of the sound waves. For accurate measurement of gas

engineering projects, from the design and lifetime analysis of cooling systems

temperatures, several microphones are distributed around the boiler, which in

and critical components to nuclear safety considerations such as radiation

turn generate a signal that is received simultaneously by all units. This is then

protection, radioactive emissions and their behavior in the environment. In the

used to calculate a 2D temperature profile of the gas in the boiler. The special

1980s, its range of services expanded to include conventional power plants,

benefit of this method is the radiation-free measurement of the gas tempera-

with a particular focus on the analysis and optimization of combustion processes. The company has been using the AGAM system for this purpose since

ture, which is used to optimize processes within the plant for results including:
– optimized combustion to reduce fuel usage and lower CO2 emissions

the early 1990s, with the technology also used in waste incineration plants

–

strong reduction of corrosion in the plant

and blast furnaces.

–

increased plant throughput and availability (waste incineration)

PC Control 02 | 2022

Schematic representation of the overall
AGAM system for determining the gas
temperature in a power plant furnace

PC-based control replaces specialized products

with the same accuracy. With the EL3702 EtherCAT Terminal, signals can be

and additional components

acquired at up to 100 kHz, and the number of channels is no longer limited to

In the past, the system setup for this measurement and analysis system was

16 with the new system.

implemented rather ‘conventionally’: up to 16 channels with a 25 kHz clock frequency (i.e., 400,000 values/s) were acquired and processed using a powerful

Modular system increases flexibility

server system for measured value processing and archiving (through methods

The ADS router is the communication center of a TwinCAT system. From here,

such as Fourier transformation and correlation). There was also a PLC for simple

the pre-processed data is made available to other applications. The data are

automation functions and various special products such as A/D converters for

transferred to the C# environment of the AGAM system for further processing

fast, deterministic and high-resolution acquisition of analog signals (sound

via ADS-DLL. The results are then also transferred back to the TwinCAT system

waves).

via ADS and can be forwarded from there to customer systems via common
fieldbus interfaces, such as EtherCAT, PROFINET and Modbus, or made available

The use of PC-based control technology from Beckhoff reduced the number

as a visualization web interface in the customer network.

of necessary components to a single CPU system. The CX2062 Embedded PC
offers sufficient performance for the computationally intensive analyses with
its Intel® Xeon® CPU (2.0 GHz clock frequency and 8-core processor), and even

On the I/O level, the system is also very easy to expand according to Bonnen-

more powerful processors are available if necessary. According to Bonnenberg

plugging in additional terminals, and only further instances of existing software

& Drescher, the fast and time-synchronous acquisition and digitization of the

modules have to be formed within the software. The availability of EtherCAT

analog signals is particularly important for the quality of the analysis system.

Couplers with fiber-optic interfaces (plastic, multi-mode or single-mode fiber

The higher the sampling rate, the more accurate the temporal resolution in

optic) makes the system even more flexible, as this makes it possible to reach

particular, and the lower the jitter, the more accurate the temperature mea-

distant measuring points and minimize analog wiring.

berg & Drescher’s experience. Existing systems can be supplemented by simply

surement via Fourier analysis and correlation of the measurement channels.
This is where the EL3702 EtherCAT analog input terminals come into play,

QM through reciprocal control system

as these use the oversampling function, i.e. they run their own measurement

The use of Beckhoff technology has also resulted in significant progress being

cycle in addition to each fieldbus cycle, which they can use to “oversample”

made in terms of quality assurance. For the necessary simulations, essentially

the fieldbus. The distributed clocks of EtherCAT mean the time resolution is also

the same system is used as for the measurement technology, just on a recipro-

very precise (+/−20 ns). What’s more, the entire data set is synchronized and

cal basis: the components on the boiler are simulated by generating the micro-

time-stamped with the EtherCAT cycle and the TwinCAT software application

phone data via the EL4732 oversampling analog output terminals, and the 24 V

© Bonnenberg & Drescher
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Measurement setup for acoustic gas temperature
measurement (AGAM) by Bonnenberg & Drescher

© Beckhoff

The CX2062 Embedded PC with the attached EtherCAT
Terminals forms a powerful and highly compact control
solution for the measurement and analysis system.

signals correspondingly in the reverse direction. Each measurement system

Advantages of system integration

undergoes several days of endurance testing before it is delivered to customers.

“The integration of measurement data acquisition, archiving, analysis and
presentation offers tangible benefits for us,” sums up Dr. Martin Brodeck,

The modified AGAM-Q1 system has also been available since 2021. It has been

Managing Director at Bonnenberg & Drescher. “At the start of the measure-

approved by German inspection body TÜV and is suitable for use in official and

ment chain, special electronics are replaced by standard fieldbus technology.

certified temperature measurements in plants. The EL4723 output terminals are

This guarantees the supply of spare parts for decades and ensures that we

used for the legally required self-test of the measuring system.

are continuously involved in innovations without having to reserve resources
ourselves.”

Overcurrent protection terminals save space and costs
In the case of the EL9227-5500 electronic overcurrent protection terminal,

Another important aspect mentioned by Dr. Martin Brodeck is the long-term

the initial focus was on its standard use: replacing conventional fuses with

availability of the CX2062 Embedded PC, which is available for at least

an electronic fuse with EtherCAT interface. The many benefits of this include:

10 years and subsequently covered by service for a further 10 years – and on a

–

space and cost savings

worldwide basis, no less: “Our customers can obtain these components almost

–

flexible configuration of tripping current, warning level for current and

anywhere in the world directly from one of the 40 Beckhoff international sub-

voltage, fuse characteristics, starting behavior, etc.

sidiaries and via cooperation partners in more than 75 countries. The handling

complete measurement function of current and voltage as cyclic process

of the entire system has been significantly simplified compared to before, so

data for the PLC (power supply and load diagnostics)

it has become much more manageable for our customers. In many cases, they

extensive diagnostics – for example, with regard to trigger reason, setting

can now help themselves without us having to intervene. What’s more, having

changes by users and log files

the embedded PC as the basis of our platform ensures a successful symbiosis

–
–

of automation technology and the IT world, which is an invaluable advantage
In addition, Bonnenberg & Drescher also identified another very useful appli-

especially for our computationally intensive applications including database

cation scenario in that the electronic overcurrent protection terminal serves as

connections and web interfaces.”

a digital switching output with measurement and diagnostic functions, namely
for solenoid valves. The measurement functions of this EtherCAT Terminal
enable the current and voltage characteristics at the switching point to be
displayed as trend lines, so that various valve faults – cable break, coil defect,
or mechanical defects in the valve – can now be easily and reliably diagnosed.

More information:
www.budi.de/en
www.beckhoff.com/measurement
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Embedded PC hardware platform supports data acquisition and analysis solution for Airbus

© Airbus SAS 2022

Condition-based maintenance increases
production reliability for engine mounts
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The engine mounts (pylons) manufactured by Airbus at
its Saint-Eloi plant in Toulouse are used to attach the
engine to the aircraft wing and to accommodate the
necessary electrical and hydraulic systems. They are
characterized by their robust design as well as their
complexity. Given the very high costs involved, Airbus
attaches great importance to highly precise production tool control to minimize the risk of faulty machining and the duration of any machine downtime. This is
precisely where condition-based maintenance comes
into play, which uses a solution from the specialists
at Dizisoft based on the CX5140 Embedded PC from
Beckhoff.

Airbus formation flight to celebrate the company’s 50th anniversary

|
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Back in June 2018, two Dizisoft representatives in the form of commercial

The monitoring project created with Diziscop notably includes specifying the

director Vianney Lepers and senior manager Christophe Rosiaux met with

machine tools and defining the features to be monitored in the NC during

Airbus representatives to demonstrate the benefits of their technology. The

their idle cycles (such as instructions, programs, axis currents and backlash).

start-up was founded in 2014 and was originally operating in the automotive
sector before being awarded the Innovation Trophy in the Industry category in

The project is then transferred to the Dizispy acquisition kernel on the customized CX5140 Embedded PC equipped with Intel Atom® quad-core processor

2016. As part of their presentation, the representatives showcased a data ac-

(1.91 GHz) and 4 GB of main memory. Over at the Saint-Eloi plant, around

quisition and analysis system based on production resources that can be used

50 of these Embedded PCs monitor just as many machining centers’ handling

to accurately understand the behavior of machine tools and contextualize the

tasks including drilling, cutting and pressing, and the CX5140 has proven itself

faulty parts that can occur in production. This makes it possible to speed up

in this demanding industrial environment according to Dizisoft.

the entire process of machine tool diagnostics and troubleshooting.
Data acquisition via edge computing
An open, plug-and-play system

Diziscop and Dizispy form an edge computing unit, which allows the raw

The main advantage of this digital maintenance tool is its open design,

data collected within the production line to be processed, filtered and made

which means it is not tied to any particular manufacturer or technology.

available to industrial customers. To centralize and visualize this data from

Stored on a USB stick or Industrial PC, the Diziscop interface has all the

their information system, Dizisoft offers its own applications such as Dizilake

drivers necessary for the acquisition of production data, regardless of the

(central data collector and business dashboards), and the entire solution is

component manufacturer – from PLC to numerical control (NC) and including

integrated into the Airbus AMI architecture. The data from the Embedded PC

the sensor and vibration analysis box. Another bonus feature is that this is a

with Dizispy can be accessed via standard protocols such as MQTT, OPC UA or

plug-and-play solution with no software installation requirements. Suitably

Modbus TCP. Dizisoft is also planning on predictive maintenance services and

impressed with the solution, Airbus placed an order in September 2018.

working on the development of corresponding algorithms.

The framework for this was provided by the MOS (Maintenance Operating
System) project, which the aircraft manufacturer has implemented across all

According to Dizisoft, the Embedded PCs from Beckhoff were selected because

production sites to avoid equipment failures, reduce unplanned downtime,

of their 24 V power supply, which is indispensable in an industrial control

increase production rates and optimize product quality through more reliable

cabinet, and the integrated UPS. What’s more, the dual Ethernet ports on the

production resources.

CX5140 make it the ideal gateway between the operational network (OT) as

Engine mount for an Airbus

© Airbus SAS 2014

A320neo
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the raw data source and the IT network, which forwards the processed data
to the Airbus information system. The Industrial PCs from Beckhoff are a PC
and PLC in one, offering maximum flexibility. Another important selection criterion was the long-term availability of the Embedded PC to ensure the future
security and maintainability of the production technology.
Dizisoft has also been impressed by the wide range of EtherCAT I/O components, which can be used to easily integrate production sensor technology
that may be required subsequently. The drivers included in Diziscop mean that
this I/O data can even be correlated with process data for further analysis and
declared directly in TwinCAT PLC software. This type of retrofitting exercise
does not require any complex reprogramming of the controllers.
Significantly improved reliability
Ultimately, the Dizisoft solution has significantly improved the reliability of
production resources at the Saint-Eloi plant by cutting down on both downtime and the costs associated with quality defects. The system allows Airbus
© Airbus SAS 2022

data experts to continuously optimize their analysis work based on the information collected every millisecond. Having been impressed by the benefits
experienced so far, Airbus is currently looking into rolling this solution out
across its other production sites.

Dizisoft uses a customized CX5140 Embedded PC from Beckhoff
for its data acquisition and analysis solution.

The Dizisoft solution significantly increased

© Airbus SAS 2021

production efficiency at Airbus.

More information:
www.airbus.com
www.dizisoft.fr
www.beckhoff.com/cx5140
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The inspection solu
tion implemented
by Xin Hang Cheng
reliably recognizes
blemishes in softgel
capsules and ensures
that flawless finished
products are the
output of the manu

© Xin Hang Cheng

facturing processes.

TwinCAT Vision optimizes soft capsule inspection

Quality control reaches new level
of integration
Xin Hang Cheng has been developing high-end pharmaceutical processing machines for over 30 years. The
latest generation of soft capsule inspection machines uses PC-based control and TwinCAT 3 from Beckhoff
to integrate PLC, motion control, machine vision and HMI functions into a unified control platform with a
simplified architecture.
While China has a rich tradition to produce medicine using herbs and other

Xin Hang Cheng say that they developed the first fully automatic high-speed

natural ingredients by hand, Beijing Xin Hang Cheng Technology Development

softgel encapsulation machine and the first highly efficient automatic convey-

Co., Ltd (Xin Hang Cheng) has been building a bridge between tradition and

or-type soft capsule dryer in China. The company has always followed the R&D

modernity by developing machines to produce high-quality pharmaceutical

philosophy of “Innovation is Unlimited”, focusing on the application of new

products. With its innovative technology and solutions, the company based in

and innovative technologies. Since 2015, they have relied on PC-based control

Langfang City in the Chinese Hebei Province has a strong competitive edge in

technology and TwinCAT 3 automation software from Beckhoff as their main

the field of machines for softgel encapsulation.

control platform. In 2020, Xin Hang Cheng was the first company in China’s
soft capsule inspection industry to apply TwinCAT Vision and introduce a highly

Softgel capsules are filled with liquid ingredients in different procedures, but

integrated control solution on that basis.

always in one work step, to safely enclose their valuable contents such as
vitamin solutions in a protective gelatine shell. Ease of use and ingestion make

This latest generation of these inspection machines uses the Beckhoff software

soft capsules popular in the pharmaceutical, cosmetics and food supplements

platform to seamlessly integrate all necessary functions with TwinCAT HMI,

markets. Final inspection ensures the attractive appearance of the capsules

TwinCAT PLC and TwinCAT Vision into a unified environment, greatly simplifying

produced in different colors and shapes, and the sorting out of products with

the control system architecture by increasing the level of integration. With its

blemishes such as air inclusions or foreign particles on the surface.

simple structure, powerful control intelligence, speed and accuracy, the control
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shapes, black spots as well as bubbles in soft capsule products. The TwinCAT
Vision library provides ready-made function blocks for image pre-processing,
color differentiation, appearance and contour analysis as well as spot detection,
which are well suited to the requirements of a soft capsule inspection machine.
The open templates also enable the development of individual image processing

© Beckhoff

functions for customer applications.
One HMI for machine vision and PLC
Traditionally, machine vision has a control system that is independent of the
PLC. And for ease of operation, machine vision systems usually have their own
operator interface. Consequently, two separate HMIs would be necessary to
operate the machine vision system and the PLC controller at the same time,
which inevitably causes operational inconveniences.
TwinCAT HMI, on the other hand, offers the possibility to combine the visualization of the integrated PLC and image processing functions into just one user
interface. This further simplifies the engineering process. It also reduces the
hardware costs by eliminating the need to have two separate control platforms
and two display devices for the machine. In this case, a CP2919 multi-touch

© Beckhoff

Control Panel from Beckhoff provides high operating comfort.
Conclusion
The image processing solution TwinCAT Vision distinguishes itself from conventional machine vision solutions in that it can be perfectly combined with

Above: A powerful CX2072 Embedded PC is used as the all-in-one control platform

PLC and HMI functions. The integrated design greatly simplifies the system

for the high-speed soft capsule inspection machine developed by Xin Hang Cheng.

architecture and provides users with a more flexible and easy-to-operate
solution. The vision code running in the TwinCAT runtime can interact with the

Below: Highly integrated soft capsule inspection machine implemented with TwinCAT

PLC directly without communication delays, which ensures efficient use of the

Vision and TwinCAT HMI

controller’s resources and improves the cycle times. TwinCAT Vision handles
general vision requirements via a programming language familiar to the common control engineer, which greatly reduces the effort of developing machine
vision functions and removes the need for an image processing specialist to
do the programming.

solution attracted widespread attention when it was presented to trade experts
at the China National Pharmaceutical Machinery Exposition 2021.

The combined savings in terms of hardware costs and simplified engineering make it possible for Xin Hang Cheng to offer high-end and high-speed

TwinCAT integrates machine vision functions

inspection solutions to the manufacturers in the pharmaceutical markets at

TwinCAT Vision integrates all machine vision functions directly into the runtime.

competitive prices.

Programming image processing and logic control functions on the same engineering platform ensures that the task cycle corresponds to the fixed refresh

With the ongoing development of PC technology enabling further performance

times of the image processing code. Moreover, the selected hardware platform

improvements of the PC-based control technology from Beckhoff, and the addi-

meets the resulting control cycle time requirements. In this case, a CX2072 Embedded PC equipped with Intel® Xeon® CPU (12 cores) and a separate graphics

tion of new vision functions, TwinCAT Vision is bound to be used more and more
in a variety of machine vision application scenarios, believes Xin Hang Cheng.

card, provides ample computing power to implement the data-intensive image
processing application along with all other functions.
As the machine vision and the PLC program both run on the same software
platform, no additional time expenditure for communication between the
two applications is required. The seamless interaction of all tasks within the
real-time environment of the TwinCAT runtime makes sure that there are no
delays between the image processing and sorting functions of the machine, and
the resulting system throughput is very high.
The machine vision functions of the soft capsule inspection machines involve
the detection and determination of defects such as abnormal colors, abnormal

More information:
http://sinagel.com/En
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-vision
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EtherCAT and PC-based automation in turnkey solution for auto manufacturer

Efficient motion control boosts precision and
performance of 5-axis fiber laser cutting system
BOS Innovations implemented its L-MS fiber laser cutting system as a turnkey solution for a leading automotive manufacturer.
Drive technologies from Beckhoff enable precise coordination of the up to five cutting axes and ensure that the high-performance machine stays within tight tolerances. In addition, flexible PC-based control technology allows adaptation to different
customer requirements.

BOS deployed its L-MS laser
cutting machine for a tier-1
automotive manufacturer
while integrating automated
loading, inspection and
de-burr technology.
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As both a machine builder OEM and system integrator, BOS Innovations Inc. in

laser cutting machine, equipped with a direct drive linear motion system for

Dorchester, Ontario, combines its strength in delivering turnkey machines with

precision CNC processes. This high-performance machine produces complex

the ability to develop solutions to retrofit and tie into existing factory lines.

parts with tight tolerances by leveraging up to five axes of coordinated motion.

“For 25 years, we have collaborated with major North American manufacturers

“To make this L-MS a truly turnkey system, we needed to add a robot to load

to develop innovative, profit-driven solutions for automotive and other heavy

and unload the parts and move them to stations for de-burring, vision inspection

industries,” says Ben Huigenbos, President of BOS. “We have developed core

and marking,” says Steve Van Loon, Technology Manager – Laser and Motion

competencies in automated assembly, advanced robotics including welding,

Systems at BOS.

laser processing, coordinated motion technology, collaborative robots and
quality inspection.”

A laser focus on flexible and modular controls
many customers, BOS made flexibility and modularity top priorities in the

(L-MS) for a tier-1 automotive manufacturer. The L-MS is an advanced fiber

initial design. In addition to a standard 1 kW fiber laser, the cutting head can

© BOS Innovations

To make sure the L-MS could support a best-of-both-worlds approach for
These capabilities were clear in an implementation of the Laser-Motion System
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accommodate up to two 0.5-6 kW laser sources or even welding (also remote
welding). The machine has options for fume extraction equipment, automated
scrap conveying, automatic doors and safety scanners for operator or robotic
loading. For processing, the parts can sit on a flat bed or use a trunnion system
with additional servo axes to rotate the workpiece 360 degrees. By adding such
a turntable, the loading time can occur in parallel with the laser process. The
flexibility even extends to footprint: The L-MS cell, a roughly 2-meter cube designed for 1,300-mm-long parts, can be expanded on all sides to accommodate
workpieces of many sizes.
Providing this high degree of flexibility required robust yet above all adaptable controls and networking technologies that would allow the machine to
integrate with other systems in the plant. Highly synchronized motor and drive
technologies for the cutting axes were critical to ensure high part quality.
Equally important was openness to enable real-time communication to the
robot controller, de-burr components and vision system. To address this, Steve
Van Loon worked with Mechanical Designers Riley Tomiuck and Scott McCall on
the design. The team determined that the system required higher performance

© BOS Innovations

than a traditional fieldbus and hardware PLC could deliver, so they turned to
solutions from Beckhoff.
“Anytime we face demanding servo applications, we work with Beckhoff,
so it just made sense for the L-MS,” Van Loon says. BOS first implemented
Beckhoff automation technologies a decade ago on a large cardboard converting system that had about 50 motion axes, and other projects followed. Then
in 2018, the company used Beckhoff technology to build the first iteration of
the L-MS, which was designed to cut SUV running boards, and became a standard offering in its portfolio. For this project, the team worked closely with the
local Beckhoff team, Automation Sales Engineer Dean Herron and Application
Engineer Rui Zhang.
Motion control with EtherCAT makes the cut
BOS implemented precision motion control on the L-MS using a variety of rotary servomotor and direct drive solutions with EtherCAT communication. The
machine processes octagonal steel tube parts of variable wall thicknesses, cuts
a 21.5-degree angle on one end of each piece and handles two variants with
either six or 12 holes while maintaining tight tolerances.
The horizontal axes use Beckhoff AL2800 series Linear Motors, which deliver
speeds up to 6 m/s and peak forces up to 4,500 N. “The X and Y axes have highly
dynamic requirements in terms of acceleration, speed and accuracy, which
called for linear motors,” Steve Van Loon says. The automotive manufacturer’s
machine featured a Z axis and a trunnion system, which both used AM8000
Servomotors. With fast control technology, the AX5000 Servo Drives are ideal
to support the dynamic application, and they permitted easy integration of a

© BOS Innovations

smaller, third-party motor to control the theta axis on the cutting head. One

Above: 2-channel AX5000 series Servo Drives for dynamic axis control

Cable Technology (OCT) in the servomotors and the servo drives reduces the
cabling effort.
“Each device uses the EtherCAT function of distributed clocks to deliver exact
synchronization and jitter of less than 1 µs, which is optimal for coordinated
motion systems like the L-MS,” Dean Herron explains. The broad EtherCAT
I/O portfolio from Beckhoff is open to support communication to more than

Below: A CP2916 Control Panel from Beckhoff serves as an industrial-hardened

30 protocols, and makes it easy to connect to other systems on the production

operator interface with multi-touch functionality and high-resolution display.

line by adding an EtherNet/IP Bus Coupler, for example.
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A CX2040 Embedded PC from Beckhoff delivers ample processing power to coordinate the five motion axes of the high-speed laser cutting machine.

In addition to space-saving EtherCAT Couplers and I/O Terminals from Beckhoff,

they have ever seen,” Steve Van Loon sums up. “That’s due to the controller

BOS also implemented TwinSAFE terminals for functional safety. This allows

speed and the fine tuning we accomplished with TwinCAT Scope. Using the

engineers to place safety technology directly within standard I/O segments,

software oscilloscope, we could see all parameters on the screen and collect

according to Rui Zhang: “BOS used the EL6900 TwinSAFE Logic terminal as a

data from each axis, including following error, acceleration and deceleration,

safety PLC on this machine. This approach allowed them to cut down the time

to optimize the system.”

and complexity otherwise required for hardwiring safety switches. All I/Os stay
on the same rack or mount onto the machine with IP67 EtherCAT Box modules,

“Coordinated motion requires a lot of data to be passed between the servo

and in addition, they could simply create safety logic in the standard TwinCAT

drives and motion planner. EtherCAT is really the only fieldbus capable of

engineering environment.”

handling that,” Van Loon explains. The finished laser cutting machine met all
requirements of the automotive manufacturer, and BOS is already building

TwinCAT allows engineers to select the programming languages they are most

additional units for other customers.

familiar with or that best suit the project. Here, they implemented TwinCAT
PLC and CNC packages, and they appreciated the ability to use G-code, among
other features. “TwinCAT Motion Designer was also very helpful for sizing the
AM8000 series servomotors,” Steve Van Loon adds.
The control platform relies on a single Beckhoff CX2040 Embedded PC that
features a quad-core Intel® CoreTM i7 processor. A 15.6-inch CP2916 Control
Panel provides multi-touch operator interface and high-resolution display, which
is ideal for viewing the results from the vision inspection process, among other
things.
Delivering the best of both worlds
The complete L-MS system went live in the end user’s facility in late 2020.
With fast controls and automated loading, the machine achieves a part-topart cycle time of 40 s or less. “The L-MS easily runs at 2 m/s with 1.25 g acceleration, and it cuts holes with the highest precision that the customer says

More information:
www.bosinnovations.com
www.beckhoff.com/machine-tools
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PC-based control in use for oil and gas production

Modern control technology optimizes
traditional processes

© FourPhase

Since FourPhase was founded in Norway in 2012, it has been committed to optimizing and enhancing the efficiency of established
oil and gas extraction processes through modern technologies. Through its work, FourPhase paves the way for its customers to
increase their production and remain consistently profitable. When it comes to implementing its innovative concepts, FourPhase
puts its trust in Beckhoff components. Jørgen Bruntveit, chief technology officer and chief operating officer, talks about his business and the benefits of using PC-based Control solutions in a cost-intensive and traditional industry.
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Plants that process oil and gas products pose high demands

The oil and gas production is a cost-

on explosion protection. With the ELX terminals, signals from

intensive and traditional industry.

the hazardous areas can be processed safely.

Therefore, a reliable and future-proof
automation system is needed.
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The company currently has sites in Bergen, Norway and Aberdeen, Scotland.

cate with the brain box via EtherCAT. The system is operated via a HMI that uses

Working with an experienced team, the company aims to bring sustainable

elements and functions in compliance with the European standard for nuclear

change to the traditional oil and gas industry. FourPhase ensures that solids

power plants (IEC 61772). While the system is primarily operated from our

are continuously separated from oil and gas production. This protects other

control room, local access to all functions is also possible via the Local Control

system components, such as separators, valves, or pumps, enables solids-free

Panel (LCP), a Beckhoff Control Panel CPX3721,” says Bruntveit, explaining the

flow and creates the conditions for producers to perform oil and gas ex-

company’s approach.

traction processes without costly and time-consuming well interventions due
to wellbore blockage from solids. Ultimately FourPhase’s solution eliminates

This “core control system” or elements of it are used in every system the com-

production downtime.

pany operates. Harnessing the power of this technology, FourPhase has enjoyed
international success in several countries, including Norway, the United King-

So solids have detrimental effects on oil and gas production performance.

dom, Denmark, Saudi Arabia, Azerbaijan, the United States, and Malaysia. In its

Commonly there are downhole screens installed to eliminate solids production,

work, FourPhase puts particular emphasis on continuous improvement and the

but by nature of the design, the downhole screen is either over or undersized;

cross-system transfer of knowledge and learning experiences. As such, practicality

either becoming a restriction or not having the desired protection. In addition,

dictates that the entire portfolio is based on the same control system.

downhole screens are extremely prone to erosion and mechanical collapse
resulting in loss of protection. The surface production systems are normally not

Explosion protection and environmental conditions as challenges

equipped to manage solids production and therefore the oil and gas production is

Oil and gas extraction is a very challenging field in which the technologies and

being choked back allowing solids to accumulate downhole and eventually lead

components used are subject to exacting requirements. “Our systems are used

to a partial or complete blockage of the wellbore. Costly and energy-intensive

under extreme conditions. They operate under high pressure and temperatures

heavy intervention (such as Coiled Tubing) is required to clear the blockage.

and are exposed to extreme wear. Any operator error, such as performing an
incorrect sequence or function, would have serious consequences for both staff

Enhanced control system as a global success factor

and the environment. In light of this, the design work focused on the user as well

“The applications of our technology are very diverse in terms of the type,

as protection and safety aspects. The biggest challenge was striking the perfect

amount, and configuration of equipment required. We chose a control system

balance between safety and usability. Since our operations are so dynamic and

that is both modular and centralized, where all applications are fitted with a

operating parameters are constantly changing, we are unable to work with a

‘brain box’ that acts as a central hub and includes the main PLC, a Beckhoff

‘fixed’ program. As such, it was difficult to give the program enough flexibility to

CX5140 Embedded PC. All additional units have local I/O boxes that communi-

accommodate a ‘human touch’,” says Bruntveit.

Jørgen Bruntveit (center) during a plant test: With the Control Panel CPX3721, the oper

© FourPhase

ator has the operational status in view at all times and can intervene if necessary.
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FourPhase designs systems predominantly for use in hazardous areas. This means

over time and grows very organically. Ultimately, you need a reliable prod-

that Bruntveit and his team have to overcome additional challenges in their

uct, but a lot of other elements contribute to building that trust. Everything

day-to-day work. In particular, explosion protection requires extensive expert

makes a significant contribution – from technical documentation to customer

knowledge as well as high-quality and certified components.

support and on-site service. For a smaller company like FourPhase, it can be
rather difficult to get the same level of attention and precedence as a bigger

“Electronics designed for these applications are usually from an older generation

customer. In this sense, we were astonished at how Beckhoff provides help

and are not sufficient to meet current requirements. Beckhoff Ex-certified prod-

with problems. We had an emergency in one of our systems and urgently

ucts mean all requirements can be met unconditionally, as particular emphasis is

needed a component to ensure it could operate safely. Thanks to the direct

put on implementing state-of-the-art electronics in the explosion-protected envi-

communication within the company between sales and product management,

ronment as well. It is also important that the products are certified in compliance

we were able to get an appropriate replacement very quickly and easily. With

with global standards and can therefore be used without restriction. What’s more,

the help of Beckhoff, we were able to keep the downtime of the system to

we have achieved a significant reduction in the response time of our systems by

a minimum. The approach that Beckhoff took and the way they handled this

using EtherCAT. Thanks to the modular scalability of I/O systems and the flexibility

incident has cemented our trust in them.”

of PC-based control technology, I am also convinced that we can cover every
possible application in our system,” states Bruntveit.
With the help of the Beckhoff Ex portfolio, FourPhase is able to offer its customers
innovative systems and options to extract oil and gas efficiently: “Our system has
benefited in every respect through implementing Beckhoff products. The quality
requirements of Beckhoff and FourPhase are fully aligned and pave the way for
good integration. By using Beckhoff products, we have made major progress in
the field of remote operation and can now perform complex controls even under
More information:
www.fourphase.com
www.beckhoff.com/oilandgas
www.beckhoff.com/cpx
www.beckhoff.com/elx

extreme conditions and over long distances,” says Bruntveit.
Trustworthy and reliable partner in hazardous areas
FourPhase relies on Beckhoff as a partner for its future-proof solutions.

The ruggedized aluminum housings of the Control Panels of the

For its ‘brain box’ FourPhase uses a CX5140 Embedded PC (shown above),

CPX series make them ideal for use in harsh environments.

this functions simultaneously as a central hub and PLC.
© FourPhase

© FourPhase

Bruntveit believes: “Trust in a company and its products is built up gradually
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In Perugia, a modern version of the San Francisco Cable Cars has been transporting
around 3 million passengers every year since 2008 via seven stations between the historic

© Minimetro Spa

old town, the train station and the outskirts of the city.
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PC-based control in infrastructure automation

Backbone of the cable cars in Perugia
If you want to ride the cable cars, you don’t necessarily have to go to San Francisco. A modern counterpart has been in
service in Perugia, Italy, since 2008. To ensure that the fully automatic Minimetro continues to reliably transport residents
and tourists alike to the historic old town, the entire control technology of the auxiliary services of every station was
modernized. The system integrator Umbra Control was responsible for the demanding migration, with PC-based control
technology from Beckhoff.
The timeframe for public transport projects is usually tight – and in the case

charge of the project at the operating company Minimetro SPA, specifies

of the comprehensive modernization of the Minimetro building automation

the importance of the modernization project.

2021 to December 2021. What initially sounds like a massive amount of time

On a total length of 3.5 km, 25 fully automatic cabins run between the

proved to be quite challenging under the given framework conditions. “After

seven stations and transport about 3 million tourists and residents of Pe-

all, we could not simply paralyze rail traffic to the old town of Perugia for

rugia every year. Commuters also like to use Perugia’s cable cars to travel

weeks or months – not even for a day,” Giorgio Passeri, R&D Manager at

from the free car park in the west of the city to the main railway station,

system integrator Umbra Control, points out one challenge. “The Minimetro

which was integrated into the route during construction in 2007/2008.

is the most important main transport axis of the local public transport

Since the start of operations in 2008, around 36 million tickets have been

system to the historic old town of Perugia,” Monia Mariani, engineer in

sold to date.

Around 1,500 inputs and outputs are securely transmitted to the control center
via around 20 Beckhoff controllers and additional remote I/Os, where they are
monitored and controlled using the Visiosuite Scada software.

© Umbra Control Srl

control system, particularly tight. The conversion was planned from March
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© Umbra Control Srl

Giorgio Passeri from Umbra Control, Mirko
Vincenti from Beckhoff Italy, Monia Mariani
from Minimetro and Gianluca Ragni (from
left to right), President of Umbra Control

Given its strategic importance, it is only logical that Umbra Control had to en-

BACnet out, EtherCAT in – always overnight

sure the continuity of operations. “In all our considerations, we had to take into

Specifically, Umbra Control used Beckhoff technology to replace a BACnet-based

account that the technicians in the control center had to be able to monitor and

automation system that had been in use since commissioning in 2008. “This

operate all the facilities in parallel at all times, either with the old system or with

technology simply had had its day, was no longer really maintainable and no

the new one,” clarifies Giorgio Passeri. Therefore, he and his team planned the

longer met the requirements necessary today,” Monia Mariani points out the

modernization, which was classified as extraordinary maintenance, as a step-by-

need for action.

step migration from the very beginning. Moreover, all work on the system was
done outside the railway’s operating hours, mainly at night.

The control and monitoring technology of all seven stations was therefore
comprehensively modernized. In the meantime, the operator uses Beckhoff

Umbra Control designed and implemented the security and video surveillance

technology to monitor and control the entire building and other infrastructure

system for Minimetro, as well as the temperature and fire detection system for

from the control center, including lighting (individual luminaires as well as light-

the entire site, with special attention to the tunnels and the technical rooms. The

ing scenarios), switches, UPS, lifts, escalators, ventilation systems, doors, gates,

monitoring of the entire system is entrusted to the Visiosuite Scada software,

temperature, wind and smoke sensors, TV screens, CCTV (Intelligent Video Ana-

developed by Umbra Control.

lytics). A total of 850 digital and analog inputs are recorded in the stations and
570 outputs are controlled from the control center. Sixteen CX8190 controllers in

System integrator completes portfolio with PC-based control

the stations and one CX2062 as master act as data collectors – usually extended

Founded in Perugia in 1975, Umbra Control began its activities in the field

by remote I/Os with the aid of BK1100 couplers. The terminals predominantly

of safety systems. Over the years, the company has grown steadily and is

used are: EL1809 (16 DI) and EL2809 (16 DA 24 V DC, 0.5 A) EtherCAT Termi-

now active throughout Italy as an installer and system integrator. Umbra

nals. In addition, there are EL3208-0010 analog terminals with 8 analog inputs

Control implements complex building automation projects for private, public,

(16 bit) for temperature sensors (Pt1000 and NTC) and two-channel EL3012

industrial and cultural facilities, usually on a turnkey basis, from the idea for

terminals (0…20 mA, 12 bit, differential) for analog signals on the Minimetro

automation through all levels (project, development, adaptation, configura-

line, for example anemometers and turbidimeters. The components and units in

tion, technical training, maintenance) with all necessary technology updates

the individual stations are mainly connected to the I/Os via existing relays and

up to the end of the life cycle. Beckhoff Automation has long been a very

potential-free contacts (doors, lighting). “Minimetro continues to rely on the

important technology partner for Umbra Control. “Beckhoff provides us with

originally installed infrastructure here,” adds Mirko Vincenti, Industry Manager

an open system; thus, it always leaves us as a system integrator the option

Infrastructure and Building Automation at Beckhoff Italy.

to fulfil modifications and extensions based on customer requirements or to
contribute our own know-how,” Giorgio Passeri explains. And, according to

Communication at control level takes place via EtherCAT and to the control cen-

Passeri, “the very reliable service gives us as a system integrator the certainty

ter via the Automation Device Specification (ADS) protocol. The security concept

of having a solid and present partner at our side.”

is divided into over 180 intrusion detection zones.
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Umbra Control converted the seven stations
to a modern security infrastructure based
on EtherCAT, ADS, OPC UA and a long-term
available hardware platform without a sec-

© Umbra Control Srl

ond of downtime.

Unrestricted confidence in technology and support

With PC-based control, Beckhoff gives the system integrator the opportunity

The improvements for the operator Minimetro consist, among other things, of

to implement the right strategy for each project in terms of encrypting infor-

having a very reliably automated system that uses the latest technologies and

mation and securing data with the right algorithms. For complete protection

can be expanded at any time in terms of the I/O level. “The Beckhoff technol-

of the Minimetro, the system integrator secures all software layers, starting in

ogy guarantees us long availability of the hardware – an important point in

the field, through the controllers, the network, to the Scada software with its

local public transport,” Monia Mariani points out. With open PC-based control

server-side application and especially the client-side frontends. Mirko Vicenti

technology, Beckhoff gives the customer the option of using future expansions

comments: “The PC-based control from Beckhoff offers everything we need

(sensors, subsystems with standard protocols) and also other Scada software

for secure communication.” Giorgio Passeri confirms: “Accordingly, the security

with ADS, OPC UA or other interfaces such as Modbus-TCP.

measures were easy to implement – also thanks to the support from Beckhoff
Italy.” As a closed system, the Minimetro technology has no points of contact

Giorgio Passeri from Umbra Control, who has been implementing various projects

with the Internet, so the real threat could only be an internal attack, such as

with Beckhoff technology since 2014, emphasizes another aspect: “Above all,

MiTM (Man in the Middle) or sniffing. Nevertheless, all the necessary guidelines

the fact that a company like Beckhoff Italy is always present, from pre-sales with

for encrypted OPC-UA communication with certificate exchange and Secure ADS

experienced sales engineers to technical support with experts, gives us solid

were implemented.

confidence as a system integrator.” Added to this is the fact that with Beckhoff
technology it is possible to integrate almost any signal that the application re-

In retrospect, the development of the decentralized architecture with the local

quires, no matter how exotic. “The flexibility at I/O level and the Beckhoff runtime

use of the EtherCAT connections and the establishment of OPC UA communica-

environment make our Visiosuite Scada software complete,” says Passeri.

tion between the controllers themselves and with the control room are the most
challenging part of the project. “Beckhoff systems will also be used in the next

Migration without a single interruption to operation

projects to further increase the safety level of our architecture and the reliability

Mirko Vincenti’s support was also very important during the initial project phase.

of the implemented systems. We look forward to combining our know-how with

“The joint planning of the individual migration steps was a challenge,” admits

technologies from Beckhoff,” concludes Giorgio Passeri.

Mirko Vincenti, “because the main focus was ultimately on the uninterrupted
exchange of hardware and software.” This was only possible because every
possible point of failure was first thoroughly analyzed. In the end, there was
not a single minute of downtime or even a failure. “No less important is secure
operation,” adds Giorgio Passeri, referring to the company history of Umbra
Control: “Our company started 40 years ago as an installer of burglar alarm
systems.” At that time, Umbra Control focused exclusively on physical security,
but cyber security has long been one of its core competencies.

More information:
www.umbracontrol.it
www.minimetrospa.it
www.beckhoff.com/opc
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Advantech Time provides consultancy services on design, modeling, numerical simulation and laboratory
testing, as well as the ad-hoc development of test equipment or software for measurement applications.

PC-based measurement and testing technology offers optimization potential

High flexibility, precision and integration
in test bench engineering
When it comes to creating test benches, Italian company Advantech Time is breaking new ground and changing the traditional landscape in the field of measurement and test engineering. PC-based control from Beckhoff ensures flexibility and a multidisciplinary approach in the test laboratory, integrating two activities that were previously always separate: industrial control and data acquisition.
Advantech Time, started as a spin-off of the University of Udine, is an engineering

automotive, environment, energy, and measurement and control technology, to

company that supports companies in research and product development projects

name just a few.

and examines specific issues, e.g., in thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, acoustics
or the process industry. It combines scientific research methodologies with

“We usually carry out experimental studies on components or processes,”

practical experience using a multidisciplinary approach. “We take a 360-degree

Armellini explains further. He believes that Advantech Time’s strength is that they

approach to the requests we receive from companies in the areas of design,

do not just provide Excel spreadsheets, but answers to concrete questions. It is

modeling, numerical simulation and laboratory testing,” explains Alessandro

often a matter of discovering the causes of a product’s malfunctions or improving

Armellini, General Manager and co-founder of Advantech Time. Based on this,

its performance. “Our customers have very specific questions, which means that

appropriate test setups and software for the measurement campaigns are devel-

from time to time we have to come up with entirely new ways of getting answers

oped on an ad-hoc basis.

efficiently,” Armellini outlines an interesting aspect of his work. This is also where
the solutions from Beckhoff come into play, the features of which have proven

“Even though most of the requests relate to air conditioning on both an indus-

crucial in effectively implementing these often tricky tasks.

trial and residential scale or come from the thermodynamic sector, Advantech
Time does not have a specific reference market,” emphasizes Armellini. Projects

PC-based control increases flexibility and precision

often involve ventilation issues, thermal management and heat transfer. In addi-

Compared to industry, projects in the laboratory environment are usually limited

tion, the company also takes orders from other sectors – household appliances,

in time and require a multidisciplinary approach. Consequently, aspects such
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as flexibility, modularity and reusability are very important. This is because

and presentation) due to its open and flexible nature. Automating test procedures

the components installed in a test bench must also be reusable in subsequent

with PC-based control has increased the accuracy of the tests, especially in cases

projects. According to Armellini: “This is why optimum levels of flexibility are the

where multiple components need to be conditioned with high precision and

most important requirement for the hardware – in addition to the prerequisites

time variance.

of accuracy and reliability. The features of the Beckhoff solutions support us in
this regard without limiting our imagination.” Availability is just as important, in-

The typical design of a test bench, which always has a Windows PC as the

cluding when it comes to delivery speed. Customers often expect quick answers.

main interface, is comparable to a PLC-based control system in which a

Short project times are therefore the rule, rather than the exception.

Beckhoff Industrial PC acts as the master. All data acquisition and control I/O
runs in the control system. The PLC handles communication with the specific

ating perfectly,” sums up Luca Furlani, Area Manager for software development,

instruments of the application in question, which are usually specified by

measurement and acoustic modeling projects at Advantech Time. He adds:

customers. “With conventional systems, managing these test setups was inef-

General Manager Alessandro Armellini:

Area Manager Luca Furlani:
Beckhoff gives us the opportunity

questions, which means that from

to use powerful, modular and open

time to time we have to come up
with entirely new ways of testing.
PC-based control helps us do that.”

© Advantech Time Srl

Our customers have very specific

industrial-grade hardware in the world
of testing, which has always lacked a
solution that combines flexibility and
fast development with accuracy.”

“Multidisciplinary, flexible, and real-time capable – what we buy and use today

ficient, but that’s a thing of the past with PC-based solutions from Beckhoff,”

may be used somewhere completely different tomorrow. As a result, it must be

emphasizes Furlani.

possible to precisely adapt the measurement and data acquisition system to the
requirements of an application and its components.”

The engineers are also satisfied with the accuracy of the Beckhoff platform. “It
is by all means comparable to that of conventional devices designed specifically

Normally, a test bench “grows” throughout its life cycle, as know-how is con-

for certain measurement tasks,” adds Armellini. “Most important, Beckhoff has

stantly generated during the ongoing tests, which also changes the way the tests

a huge range of components available, which means that, whatever the task in

are performed. This continuous adaptation must not be limited by the platform

question, we can always use the right I/O module or even one of the precision

used. The same thing applies to the software. “If adapting the software by add-

measurement terminals from the ELM series.”

ing more signals or a new component becomes too complicated, it ultimately
restricts our business development,” emphasizes Furlani. PC-based control

Linking the industry and test lab environments

impressed Advantech Time in this respect, too.

“The fact that our test benches can communicate with a wide range of fieldbuses
via PC-based control has been a real help,” explains Furlani. And that is exactly

Real-time and synchronization capabilities are essential for test bench equip-

why Advantech Time now not only uses the test benches for its own purposes,

ment. In virtually every case, certain tasks need to be performed reliably in

but also sells them to industry customers.

real time – in parallel with other tasks that do not have the same strict time
requirements. This aspect is very important to Furlani: “If there is an interruption

With Beckhoff technology, the company is going one step further and closes the

during an ongoing test, much of the time and energy spent up to that point can

gap between industrial control and the laboratory environment. “In the lab, we

be lost. While there are systems on the market that enable real-time tasks, they

usually focus on data acquisition and leave the control to other, often inflexible,

are tedious to program and difficult to integrate with the rest of the system.

devices,” explains Armellini. He believes that it is much better to integrate the

Therefore, using these is much less efficient, especially in terms of progressive

two systems: “This is possible with PC-based control, which was developed for

system development.”

industry but provides the precision measurement technology needed for laboratories. An integrated data acquisition and control solution enables software-

Reliable, expandable and accurate

in-the-loop systems, where the symbiosis of the real and virtual worlds enables

“Initially, we worked mainly with manual test benches equipped with multi-

efficient testing.”

plexers for data acquisition,” explains Armellini. “We tried different systems,
but they all proved to be unreliable, too inflexible, or required too much time to
set up the test benches.” Furlani adds: “We looked for a solution without these
limitations and found it at Beckhoff.” Advantech Time has now chosen Beckhoff
as the ideal platform for automated test management (data acquisition, analysis

More information:
www.advantech-time.com
www.beckhoff.com/measurement

© Advantech Time Srl

modules are connected to this platform. The logic used to perform the tests
“The features of the Beckhoff solution match our philosophy and way of oper-
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Ionicon CEO Lukas Märk releases a breath
sample into the PTR-TOFMS trace gas
analyzer, which analyzes breath for VOCs

© Karl Kuenstner

(volatile organic compounds) in real time.

Industrial control technology in trace gas analysis

Real-time breath analysis provisionally
approved as COVID-19 test method
The mass spectrometers from Austrian specialist Ionicon are used as trace gas analyzers in many different applications, especially in medical research. One such system in Singapore – which uses reliable and long-term available control technology
from Beckhoff – has also achieved a breakthrough as a provisionally approved test method for COVID-19.

The PTR-TOF systems are high-performance tools for non-invasive breath gas

Rapid and non-invasive test for COVID-19

analysis. According to Ionicon, the large amount of information – a full spectrum

Singapore-based startup Breathonix has demonstrated a coronavirus breath

is recorded every second – and the high sensitivity and mass resolving power

test in clinical trials – with impressive results, according to Ionicon. The easy-to-

make them the de facto standard for real-time breath analysis.

use breath test, which can detect COVID-19 infections within one minute, has
received preliminary approval from the Health Sciences Authority of Singapore

The analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in exhaled air has become a

(HSA) and approval from the Ministry of Health in Malaysia. Ultimately, the aim

growing field of research in recent years. During the gas exchange at the blood-

is to introduce the breath test at airports, seaports and transportation hubs,

air barrier of the alveoli, carbon dioxide is released into the inhaled air and

and it should also be suitable for use at sports venues and major events such

oxygen is absorbed from it. This exchange also applies to volatile metabolites

as the Olympics.

(endogenous compounds) or VOCs that have been consumed or previously inhaled (exogenous compounds). Sampling of VOCs in exhaled air is non-invasive,

The highly precise analytical equipment for this new test procedure was devel-

simple and fast.

oped by Ionicon, as described by CEO Lukas Märk: “The new COVID-19 breath
test is based on our PTR-TOF trace gas analyzers as well as special breath sam-

In real-time breath analysis, the exhaled air is analyzed directly without sample

pling systems developed by us. Our devices capture the measurement data in

preparation. Recording complete respiratory cycles provides concentrations for

real time, which is then analyzed by scientists using special software.” Using this

the end-tidal (alveolar) portion and also the inhaled (room air) concentrations,

data, the researchers in Asia were able to detect biomarkers that are indicative

both of which can be easily extracted by software. This provides immediate

of COVID-19 disease.

results and avoids complications that often arise from sample collection and
storage. Also, real-time analysis may be the only way to measure unstable

VOCs occur in very low concentrations in exhaled air. “Taking samples for the

compounds that undergo rapid degradation.

breath test is simple. What is difficult is determining and classifying the VOCs.
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Our analyzers can measure several hundred VOCs simultaneously from a single

this system as follows: “During operation, our system continuously produces

exhalation,” explains Lukas Märk. Due to the fast and precise evaluation of the

large amounts of data, which are usually recorded and evaluated on an

measurement results, it can be determined within one minute whether a test

external PC or laptop. With the COVID-19 application there are increased

person is infected with SARS-CoV-2 or not. In a pilot clinical study, the method

requirements for the stability and safety of the data acquisition system as

achieved an accuracy of over 90%.

well as for the long-term availability of components. The C6920 provides
the necessary performance and, through integration into our system, gives

Breathonix is working with the Singapore Ministry of Health (MOH) to test the

us more control over the entire setup. The industrial PCs from Beckhoff have

technology at an entry checkpoint where arriving travelers are screened using

also been very good so far in terms of reliability and long-term availability.

the system. The breath analysis system has already undergone clinical testing

Added to this is the excellent support provided by the Beckhoff sales office

at three different sites. In Singapore, the trials were conducted at the National

in Innsbruck, which – under George Hampel, Head of the sales office – has

Centre for Infectious Diseases and Changi Airport, while the third trial in Dubai

been consulting Ionicon about the benefits of New Automation Technology

was conducted in collaboration with the Dubai Health Authority and the Mo-

on a daily basis since 2007.”

hammed Bin Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences.
Universal PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology
More information:
www.ionicon.com
www.beckhoff.com/measurement

Ionicon’s analytical systems are proton transfer reaction time-of-flight mass
spectrometers. In these systems, a gaseous sample is fed via an inlet system to
a reaction chamber where the molecules of the sample gas are ionized. The ions
formed are accelerated by electric fields and then pass through a flight path, at
the end of which they are located by a detector. The time of flight of the ions
can be used to identify them and thus determine the composition of the sample.
Stefan Haidacher, Senior Electronics Engineer at Ionicon, describes the details
of the PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology: “Our mass spectrometers

The Breathonix team with a PTR-TOF analyzer from Ionicon: The scientists from Singapore
process the analysis data for the novel COVID-19 breath test using special software and
can provide the result after just one minute.

consist of a vacuum system in which molecules are ionized and detected,
pumps for vacuum generation, precise power supplies for generating the electric fields, flow and pressure controllers for the inlet and calibration system,
and ultra-fast electronics for detecting the ions. These system components are
controlled and monitored by a CX5020 Embedded PC with Intel Atom® processor, on which our TwinCAT-based control software runs. For the user-friendly
and efficient display and configuration of basic system parameters, we use the
CP2907 multi-touch built-in Control Panel with 7-inch display and DVI/USB

© Breathonix

Extended connection.”
The I/O level includes, among other things, the EL6022 EtherCAT Terminal, which
– as a 2-channel serial communication interface – is responsible for communication with various system components, such as turbopumps for generating the
high vacuum. In addition, the EK1122 2-port EtherCAT junction enables fast data transmission to other EtherCAT devices such as flow and pressure controllers.
Stefan Haidacher confirms the great importance of ultra-fast data communication here: “In our new developments, we are increasingly relying on EtherCAT as
a system bus, especially when it comes to time-critical control tasks.”

Box modules as well as additional terminal blocks, fuses and relays serves as
the control unit. Its task is to power and control the system components, which
include temperature control of the ionization chamber, acquisition of measured
values from vacuum pressure cells and control of valves.
Ionicon’s mass spectrometers are available in different versions and with

© Florian Lechner 2021

A 19-inch housing with additional Beckhoff EtherCAT Terminals, IP67 EtherCAT

various equipment options, adapted to the respective field of application.

Ionicon’s team of experts (from left to right): Lukas Märk (CEO), Gabriel Ivanko (Tech

For the COVID-19 application, a PTR-TOF 1000 was equipped with a C6920

nician), Judith Bobory (Technician), Simon Niederbacher (Customer Support & Service),

control cabinet Industrial PC. Stefan Haidacher explains the advantages of

Stefan Haidacher (Senior Electronics Engineer), and Marco Lang (Mechatronics Trainee)
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Foodjet’s MDL system calculates the
print pattern for up to 48 nozzles
in 150 µs for the precise application
of tomato sauce, for example, to

© 38C

continuously moving dough bases.

PC-based control optimizes food production

Sauces portioned with µs precision
and placed with perfect repeatability
Foodjet relies on PC-based control technology from Beckhoff to open and close the nozzles in its MDL food printers at lightning
speed. The machine builder’s customers can use it to portion and deposit toppings with maximum precision, whether they’re
coating pizza dough with a perfect layer of tomato sauce on a moving conveyor belt or icing donuts with seasonal images.
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AM8800 stainless steel servo
motors controlled by the AX8000
multi-axis servo system reliably
pump the sauce through the print
heads.

When you’re working with a continuous product flow, how do you apply tomato

knows exactly where to deposit the sauce,” clarifies Dirk Schindler, pointing

sauce to a pizza base or garlic paste to a pita? And how do you ice cookies

out the first challenge. After all, it is vital to ensure that the throughput of the

with Christmas or Easter decorations in a flash? Dutch company Foodjet, based

machine is not affected.

in Nijmegen, has developed the ideal solution to challenges such as these in
the form of various systems for dispensing foodstuffs, one of which being the

No more unpopular manual work on the assembly line

Moveable Depositor Large (MDL).

“The MDL also allows us to address a pain point for our customers,” emphasizes
Dirk Schindler. Despite the level of automation already involved, in many cases

“The advantage of our MDL dosing unit is that the print pattern can be flexibly

there are still employees standing along the assembly line spreading the sauce

adapted to suit the dimensions and shape of each product,” explains Dirk

around the dough bases with a spoon: “Not only is this stressful, but it is also

Schindler, Head of Sales and Marketing at Foodjet. The traditionally round

imprecise and involves fluctuations in weight.” Foodjet can easily quantify this

pizza base, for example, is giving way to more abstract shapes as more and

cost pool for interested buyers if needed.

more suppliers lean toward hand-stretched dough. In fact, there are plenty of
foodstuffs that are generally not round in shape, but these products should

When applying decorations, ROI calculations are more difficult to make: How

still always remain free of sauce around the edges. “This means that we have

much would decoration actually contribute to sales? Is this really a way to gain

to scan each dough base on the assembly line precisely so that our print head

market share? “Probably, yes,” is the answer Dirk Schindler keeps hearing.

|
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Foodjet notices that the market is picking up on this topic, not least

create a pattern, calculate the individual dots for the print head and synchronize

because the first food manufacturers have already made the switch and no

everything with the moving conveyor belt.

one wants to be left behind – nor should they be. With this in mind, it is
virtually essential now for companies to be capable of decorating their own

Individual control of 48 print heads with µs accuracy

products flexibly in the form of seasonal toppings, for example, whether

The second challenge is the need for a high level of repeatability. “We work

that’s stars at Christmas, bunnies at Easter, or hearts for Valentine’s Day.

with servo pumps to be able to push the required amount of sauce through

Using PC-based control from Beckhoff, Foodjet has been able to overcome

the nozzles at exactly the right moment,” says Ed de Leur. The precise control

this type of technical challenge.

of these nozzles within the milliliter range has a crucial impact on the shape
of the droplets, and therefore on how neatly the sauce is deposited. “With the

To keep up with the high speed of a pizza production line, for example, the

Beckhoff control system integrated in the MDL, we can handle this with an

Foodjet machines have to determine dosing patterns at lightning speed. With

accuracy of 20 µs,” reports Ed de Leur.

a typical distance of 85 cm between the camera system and dispensing heads,
this leaves only half a second to make the necessary calculations. “The pizza has

What’s more, the special arrangement of the print heads also has to be taken

to be captured by the camera within a single frame,” explains Control System

into account: up to 48 print heads are positioned in several offset rows and are

Engineer Ed de Leur. Only when the pizza base is completely scanned can you

angled towards the direction of travel of the conveyor belt. This serves to benefit

PC Control 02 | 2022

the resolution since it reduces the effective
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distance between the nozzles; however, the

Foodjet uses a CX2040 Embedded PC with Intel® CoreTM i7 quad-core CPU. The
hardware guarantees that the calculations are completed within 150 µs and a

front nozzles have to start working much

result is available via EtherCAT for the most important task which is the actual

earlier than the ones in the rear rows. What

printing. Filling the buffers in the print heads can take a little longer, while for

this means is that: “We have to control each

the motion tasks that control the servo pumps, Ed de Leur estimates 500 µs. And

nozzle separately, while still ensuring that

finally, there are the regular machine tasks such as the HMI, safety functions

each dispenses the same amount of sauce,”

and pressure measurements, for which 50 ms cycle time is sufficient. Ed de Leur

explains Ed de Leur.

is very satisfied with the freedom of choice offered by the Beckhoff platform:
“There is a wide range of I/Os, not only the standard terminals for valves or

Software functionality replaces

pumps, but also very specific variants.”

mechanics
“We often see that producers come up with

For the HMI, Foodjet decided to develop the visualization in C# and run it in

all kinds of tricks to arrange dough bases

a Windows environment. The advantage of PC-based control is that this ap-

in neat rows on the conveyor belt,” reveals

plication can also run on the same control computer, despite the demanding

Dirk Schindler. When using an MDL, this

real-time requirements of the print heads. This is because the HMI simply runs

effort is completely eliminated since shape

on a different CPU core. “As a software developer, having the freedom to run

and orientation of the dough do not play

different applications on the same hardware platform is another real strength

a role any more. When creating the recipe

of PC-based control,” says Ed de Leur. The automation specialist also praises

with the Foodjet Food Designer software,

the collaboration with Beckhoff: “I’m a typical software engineer who likes to

only the distance between the sauce and

just get going and try to solve things.” Lead times are short and problems often

the edge of a base has to be parametrized.

occur late in the process. This is why it is so important for Ed de Leur to get the

After that, the system knows enough to

answers and support he needs quickly. “The cooperation with Beckhoff also

accurately layer each product. As Ed de Leur

works very well in this respect,” emphasizes Ed de Leur.

explains, “It’s a major win for customers
that they no longer have to teach the ma-

Foodjet currently still uses a separate PC for the vision system; however, its

chine patterns.”

stated aim is to also integrate image processing into the Beckhoff platform since
synchronizing the timing between the two systems can be quite complicated.

If required, even pizzas and baguettes can

“The Beckhoff technology is ready for that integration,” explains Ed de Leur,

run randomly one after the other on the

“we just haven’t had the time to implement it.”

belt and they will still be topped correctly.
From full-surface painting to intricate drawing
“The next logical step would be to also use MDL technology for food decoraFoodjet engineer Ed de Leur setting up an

tion. Then you’re talking about different speeds, resolutions and quantities of

MDL system: “We have to push just the right

output,” says Dirk Schindler, that the current challenge. Foodjet has already

amount of sauce through dozens of nozzles

developed machines for this market but resolved to convert them to PC-based

at just the right moment. I couldn’t think of a

control. The aim is to move towards a single universal control platform for all

more suitable platform to handle this challeng

applications and industries.

ing task than PC-based control.”

Foodjet is also working on the process of combining different sauces via two
MDL systems placed in sequence. The first MDL prints the tomato sauce, while
What’s more, during the scanning process, the MDL already recognizes bases

the second unit adds ricotta, béchamel sauce or olive oil. “This already works

that are not in line with the specifications and can sort these out before top-

well,” says Dirk Schindler, “but there is always room for improvement.” The

ping them. “That control is firmly anchored within our processes,” says Dirk

consistency of the pizza can be improved if less tomato sauce is applied to the

Schindler.

areas where cheese is subsequently placed, for example. Or the toppings could
be split half and half with regular tomato sauce on one side and a spicier version

Since the MDL systems have to calculate a wide variety of patterns on the fly,

on the other. Variations like these are both conceivable and feasible with the aid

one thing was clear to Ed de Leur: “The control technology has to come from

of Foodjet Designer Studio software and PC-based control.

Beckhoff. I’m pretty familiar with all the competitors, but since our application
is so special, that there are not many other control vendors you can really go
to with it. The computing power that Beckhoff provides and the fact that you
can program directly on the Windows core are features that other PLC manufacturers simply don’t offer – or you can’t afford it.” Nikolas Eimer, working
on business development at Beckhoff Netherlands, adds: “Not every customer
uses the computing power of our Embedded PCs quite so extensively. Foodjet’s
process is one of the fastest high-end applications.”

More information:
www.foodjet.com
www.beckhoff.com/process
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IMS has developed a highly flexible, expandable
production platform for the microassembly of
small optical modules based on the XTS linear
transport system from Beckhoff.

Intelligent product transport in microassembly

Modular machine design and highly
accurate positioning with XTS
In the search for a precise transport system for fully automated electronic module assembly systems, the Dutch company IMS
found a fitting solution with Beckhoff. With a repeatability of 10 µm, the linear transport system XTS meets the high requirements
for product positioning. In addition, the modular range of XTS components provides the basis for easy system adaptation to
changing production requirements.
IMS, based in Almelo, Netherlands, has been developing high-tech production

duction line no longer met these requirements. “Another factor is that process

lines for the microassembly of small components such as optical modules used

steps are now necessary that, at 4 to 5 s, require around twice as much time as

in smartphones for almost ten years. With dozens of lines in the field, Henri Paus,

the previous average cycle time of 2 s,” says Henri Paus.

Technical Director at IMS, can validate this success: “One of our customers in
Asia is now the market leader in these kinds of systems. It is therefore highly

To put it in context: a cycle of 2 s corresponds to an annual production of about

likely that the camera module in many generations of smartphones will have

10 million units. The dosing times required nowadays for current optical devices

been produced on one of our assembly lines.”

would have meant a drastic reduction in production output figures with the existing system design. Ultimately, in completely sequential production systems, it

Same production output despite higher processing times

is the slowest link that determines overall performance. Henri Paus: “Cutting the

Every year, smartphone manufacturers launch a number of new models. To

output in half was simply out of the question.” Accordingly, “a flexible produc-

keep pace with these short development cycles, flexible production systems are

tion platform had to be developed that could cope with many product changes

required that can be easily adapted to changing production conditions. Further-

and slower process steps,” as Henri Paus summarizes. The individual process

more, modern smartphone have more high end components. “This development

modules and workstations along the line offered sufficient performance, which

requires a different approach to assembly as the components of smartphones

meant that only a few improvements in terms of accuracy were required. “The

are becoming more numorous and smaller,” says Henri Paus, outlining the need

biggest stumbling block was the transport system being used up to that point,”

for action, because it became evident that the first generation of the IMS pro-

recalls Henri Paus. A remedy could be found here with the eXtended Transport

© Tjeerd Derkink
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The new production platform from IMS enables
easy division and extension of the line with
additional workstations if required.

System (XTS) from Beckhoff and – in particular – with its modularity and high

control architecture makes it easy to compensate for such influencing factors,”

level of software functionality.

explains Bernard Gerdes, who heads the Beckhoff branch in Enschede. For example, IMS has used additional sensors to compensate for temperature effects.

Henri Paus outlines the main difference between XTS and the previous in-house

Although the equipment is located in a temperature controlled cleanroom, the

development: “The movers are now no longer connected to one another and

XTS transport system will vary in temperature. This needs to be compensated.

can therefore be moved independently as individual servo axes.” This gives IMS
the ability of buffering the movers after a fast process step and to have numbers

“Together with Beckhoff and Hepco, we succeeded not only in being very precise

of movers enter multiple slower workstations at the same time. “In this way,

in the direction of transport, but also in terms of extremely accurate positioning

we manage to maintain high production output, despite the slow sub-process,”

of the product with respect to height,” emphasizes Henri Paus. With vibration

says Henri Paus.

damping and the aforementioned temperature compensation, IMS can now position the carriers at the workstations with an exceptionally high accuracy of 10 µm.

Flexibility for subsequent expansion
On other advantages, Henri Paus explains: “XTS not only suits the intricate

First system confirms great flexibility

products our customers work with, the modular transport system itself is also

IMS has high expectations for the second generation of its optical module pro-

extremely flexible.” If an assembly line needs to be retooled for a new product,

duction line, as Henri Paus explains: “I expect that we’ll be able to bring at least

it can be readily expanded. Doing so requires only the insertion of new cells in

as many 3PX as first generation systems to market in the next few years. This is

the production system, along with the additional workstations. The necessary

because small optical components, such as those found in smartphones, are also

expansion of the transport system for this purpose is made possible by the mod-

increasingly being used in monitors, drones and cars. In addition, the flexibility,

ular XTS system with a small grid dimension of 250 mm. Operators can resume

modularity and scalability of the IMS platform are also attractive for completely

production with the converted system within just a few hours. “This option is

different assembly applications, for example in the production of components

not available in competitor solutions,” Henri Paus says.

for the medical technology and pharmaceutical industries.”

Working together with the XTS specialists from Beckhoff, a custom-fit solution

IMS has already proven how flexible the 3PX production platform is with its first

was designed in the form of pre-assembled and tested modules that incorpo-

system. “When it was almost ready to ship, the customer inquired if they could

rates the GFX guide rail system from HepcoMotion. Henri Paus adds: “It’s not

use the system for products much larger than originally specified,” says Henri

just the mechanics that have to be able to disconnect quickly. Electronics and

Paus. “A complete redesign of the system was nevertheless not necessary. IMS

control must also be prepared for disconnection with the correct connectors

just had to make some parts a bit bigger. A few weeks later, the rebuilt machine

and terminals. And by dividing the software into corresponding modules, we’ve

was ready to ship.”

provided flexibility in this aspect as well.”
Author: Alexander Pil, Editor in Chief Mechatronica&Machinebouw, Techwatch Nijmegen,

Precise positioning within exactly 10 µm

www.techwatch.nl

The optical modules to be mounted are usually 5 to 18 mm small and require
a transport positioning accuracy of at least 50 µm. To achieve that accuracy,
influencing factors such as temperature and the smallest vibrations of the XTS
movers must also be taken into account. “The deep integration of XTS into our

More information:
www.ims-nl.com
www.beckhoff.com/xts
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Truss test setup at Rigging in Motion,
as often used in stage technology

Interview on PC-based control technology in the entertainment industry

Efficient execution of spectacular film scenes
and stunts using automation

© Beckhoff

With its headquarters in the Hungarian city of Dunakeszi, Rigging in Motion Ltd specializes in the automation of stage
technology. The company’s trusses and rigging platforms are used worldwide in film productions and event stunts –
all automated with PC-based control. The editors of the CNCMedia trade portal spoke to György Posztós, Managing
Director of Rigging in Motion Ltd, and Project Engineer András Till about Beckhoff technology as a driving force behind
spectacular scenes and stage shows.

András Till (Project Engineer), Tamás Perecz
(Managing Director of Beckhoff Hungary), and
György Posztós (Managing Director of Rigging
in Motion) (left to right), in front of several
control boxes for up to eight drive axes each.
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Mr. Posztós, how long have you been involved in stage automation

specific ideas for which there is no ready-made tool. In cases like these, we build

and what prompted you to start developing your own solutions?

the mechanics and figure out how to automate and monitor them in the safest
possible way. Sometimes it’s as simple as raising flags on two ropes, other times

György Posztós: I have been in the business for 40 years now. I set up Rigging in

we have people flying through the air. Once we even had a singer land on the

Motion in 2013 with the aim of automating stage technology, since we couldn’t

jury’s table on a Hungarian TV show. These examples just about demonstrate the

find anything anywhere in the world that was capable of bringing customer in-

range of possibilities when it comes to what our control system has to be able

quiries and our ideas to life. We knew what we wanted to do, but we lacked the

to handle.

right tools to make it happen.
And how is this control system structured?
How did you become aware of Beckhoff solutions and
PC-based control?

András Till: The Beckhoff CX9020 runs TwinCAT 3 with a number of software
extensions. Alongside some of the Beckhoff add-ons, we have also written some

György Posztós: I travel to exhibitions for stage technology every year, and when

ourselves and integrated these into the system. Our performance requirements are

I came across the Beckhoff booth at Prolight + Sound in Frankfurt around five

already met perfectly by one of the smaller Embedded PCs from Beckhoff. We can

years ago, I was fascinated to find that they were offering components rather than

control up to 24 axes via the CX9020, and it also works without fail with 32 axes

finished solutions, which was perfect for us since we were looking for tools and

if required; however, the transport box would have been too large in this case and

building blocks to develop our own products. After the exhibition, Beckhoff Hun-

less straightforward to handle on set. The system is modular and the components

gary contacted us and offered us

can work independently of each other. Any additional accessories we connect are

some products to try out. It didn’t

automatically detected, which makes our work so much easier on site.

take long for us to see that this
was going to be a good fit, and

What has been your experience in terms of the reliability

so we have been using Beckhoff

of the system?

technology regularly for various
productions ever since.

András Till: We have been transporting our control equipment by truck from one

© Beckhoff

set to another for years without any sign of a defect, whether electronic or meWhat has your experience

chanical. There was one time where an I/O card hadn’t been connected properly:

been like in practice?

the operator error caused a short circuit on the card, the system itself, however,
didn’t fail. The Beckhoff technology works flawlessly.

György Posztós: We haven’t had
Controllers for stage technology have to be
compact, robust, and mobile, like the CX9020
Embedded PC with the attached EtherCAT
and TwinSAFE Terminals shown here.

a single problem so far and we

How does your system differ from others?

have already been able to bring
several major films to life with

András Till: Our solution really is unique – and the special thing about this

the help of Beckhoff technology,

intelligent system is that it works with relatively inexpensive motors. It adds a

including Robin Hood, Terminator,

little control intelligence, which means we can use it to achieve things that were

Dune and Gemini Man – often

simply not possible before. This could be anything from an additional synchronized

under difficult climatic conditions. Perhaps the most challenging of these was a

movement during a show to a quick move of a back wall to open up the backstage

scene in Terminator, where an all-terrain vehicle is dropped from a plane while

area. With conventional motor control systems, the motors have to be synchro-

being rigged for a parachute drop. We had to move the heavy SUV with three

nized individually in a time-consuming process, whereas ours handles all of this at

protagonists on board at a height of 30 meters in order to simulate the parachute

the push of a button to save a great deal of time during both installation and use.

drop and the swinging action with our trusses. We quite literally had the lives of
three people in our hands!

What has the customer feedback been like?

What direction are you heading in with future developments?

András Till: When we first presented our development, the initial reaction was,
“Why are you putting so much software and electronics into it? It’s going to be

György Posztós: Well, up to now, we can only fly objects and people within a

expensive!” But from the moment the organizers and production companies saw

limited range, so we have to bear these limitations in mind when taking on the

the intelligent functions such as the position and weight feedback and the safety

challenges that a director or cinematographer may come up with.

systems in action, everyone began to realize just how much potential there was.

Mr. Till, how would you describe your day-to-day work?

This interview was conducted by the editorial staff of CNCMedia, www.cnc.hu

András Till: The work we do really does vary, covering everything from the development and production side through to the execution of the actual film scenes or
events. The productions don’t come to our premises; we go out to the filming or
event location and set up all the technology right there on site, from the loading
ramp to the control system and aluminum structures. Directors often have very

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/entertainment-industry
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Space robot CAESAR
at the Space Sym
posium in Colorado

© ETG

Springs, CO, USA
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EtherCAT in space robotics
The space industry is known for the fact that only the best is good enough for it: after all, applications in orbit have particularly
high requirements with regard to reliability; and the environmental conditions during launch, operation and, if necessary, landing
of space components are also extreme.

Therefore, the industry has mainly relied on technologies developed specifical-

Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics at the German Aerospace Center DLR

ly for this case of application so far – and then again and again appropriate

has been using EtherCAT in a variety of applications for many years – and has

applications were found for these on Earth. However, this approach naturally

already had EtherCAT-based systems in use on the ISS. The EtherCAT robot

leads to high development costs and, not least because of quite modest

CAESAR (Compliant Assistance and Exploration SpAce Robot) was developed

number of suppliers, also to high costs for the components themselves and

for a variety of tasks in space, such as assembling structures, maintaining and

their operation.

repairing satellites or removing space debris.

For this reason, the space industry – not only the “New Space” companies

CAESAR was prominently displayed at the accompanying Space Symposium

with their unusual and pragmatic methods – is increasingly taking the op-

exhibition: the ideal place to present the white paper on EtherCAT in space

posite approach: what has been successfully proved on Earth can also work

robotics. The whitepaper is available for download at the link:

in space. The prerequisite, of course, is that the technology meets the addi

www.ethercat.org/download/documents/EtherCAT-in-Space-Robotics.pdf

tional requirements of the industry. And this is how the suppliers of space

or via the following QR code:

robotics came to EtherCAT: the leading communication technology for motion
control applications on Earth suits perfectly for corresponding applications
in space.
On the Space Symposium in Colorado Springs, which is considered the most
important meeting place for the space industry, leading manufacturers of
space robots, together with Beckhoff and the EtherCAT Technology Group
(ETG), have published a white paper on “How Space Robotics benefits from
the World Standard for Motion Communication”. This first discusses the general and specific requirements of space robots for a fieldbus technology. In
addition to short cycle time and accurate synchronization, these include the
availability of radiation-resistant chips, the ability to replace faulty nodes by
reconfiguring the network, and the wide range of different devices available
for easy setup of test environments and prototypes. Then, the white paper
explains and discusses how EtherCAT meets these requirements.
Among the companies involved in the co-authorship of the white paper is
mda, the Canadian aerospace company currently developing the Canadarm3
robotic arms for NASA’s Lunar Gateway. Canadarm in the Space Shuttle and
the Canadarm2 robotic arm are also from mda. The latter plays a central role
in the spacewalks on the ISS. Motiv Space of California developed the robotic
© ETG

arm for NASA’s Mars Rover “Perseverance”, an arm more than 2 meters long
with five joints that carries some of the Rover’s key scientific instruments for
searching for signs of life on Mars. Tethers Unlimited is the manufacturer of
the KRAKEN® robotic arm, which provides the space industry with a com-

Dr. Gerhard Grunwald (left), Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics,

pact, seven-degree-of-freedom manipulator that enables small spacecraft to

DLR, and Martin Rostan (right), EtherCAT Technology Group, next to

perform assembly, manufacturing, and maintenance operations in space. The

space robot CAESAR

|
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EtherCAT
Conformance Test Tool
Version 2.3 released

The Technical Advisory Board
(TAB) of the ETG has released
version 2.3 of the EtherCAT
Conformance Test Tool (CTT).

Conformance to the protocol standard is the basis for the problem-free

because rarely supported by other tools, the CTT now allows read and write

interaction of devices from different manufacturers in the same network,

access to the PHY registers. This is a valuable feature especially during initial

also called in short interoperability. And both are thus very important for the

hardware prototype startup.

success of a communication technology. Therefore, the EtherCAT Technology
Group attaches great importance to the conformance of EtherCAT devices:

All CTT functionalities that are accessible via user interface have been again

All ETG member companies commit themselves to test their devices with the

made available via the Remote Control Interface. This means that they can

EtherCAT Conformance Test Tool (CTT) before market release.

also be used for the script-based control of the CTT, and they thus allow
automated test sequences that can be integrated into the overall device

Every manufacturer of EtherCAT slave devices is therefore familiar with the

acceptance test. For example, it can be automatically checked whether a new

CTT: It represents the official reference for the specification-compliant imple-

firmware allows all members of a device family to remain compatible and

mentation of EtherCAT technology in EtherCAT field devices. The first version

whether the respective device description files also fully reflect the function-

of the CTT was released in 2008, and so far, all updates have proven to be

ality. Thus, the Conformance Test Tool is an essential and useful development

functional extensions and not functional changes. Version 2.3 carries on all

tool, which receives a lot of positive feedback from its numerous users.

functionalities and tests of the first version and thus underlines the stability of
the EtherCAT technology itself, which after all has been always only extended

Besides the many functionalities supporting the EtherCAT implementation

and never changed. This full backward compatibility has proven to be a great

itself, the core of the CTT has also been extended: the test coverage. Many

advantage for all suppliers and users of EtherCAT solutions.

semiconductor device profiles have been added to the standard test set. Tests
that concern functional details in Safety-over-EtherCAT and point out possi-

The CTT extensions, whether in tool functionalities or test coverage, are

ble errors or even simply improvement possibilities have been integrated. In

as usual based on practical requirements as well as feedback from device

addition, the coverage for the Servo-Drive-Profile according to IEC 61800-7-2

manufacturers. Thus, over the years, the tool has evolved from a pure test

(the equivalent to CiA DS402) has been significantly increased.

tool that checks conformance after development is completed to a very
helpful “development accompanying” software that can be used to configure

The test logic and thus the tests themselves are defined and released by

EtherCAT devices, put them into the desired state and specifically stimulate

a special working group within the EtherCAT Technology Group, called the

them to behave in certain ways. This continues in many of the new function-

“Technical Working Group Conformance”. The CTT software itself, on the

alities. For example, additional user interfaces have been added for controlling

other hand, which executes the logic defined in the tests and evaluates

and testing specific EtherCAT protocol properties: Both the firmware down-

the behavior of the EtherCAT devices based on this logic, is developed and

load via FoE and the AoE mailbox protocol as well as the diagnostic object,

maintained by Beckhoff. This ensures continuous further development of the

which provides a central entry point for application-level diagnostics, can now

tool. This includes new functionality with a built-in configurator as well as

not only be tested but also be used specifically in the course of development,

support for all current Windows operating systems, including the new 64-bit

for example to prepare the device for the functional tests that go beyond

architecture. Version 2.3 of the Conformance Test Tool is available from now

protocol conformance.

on to all ETG members.

In addition to the application level interfaces, other interfaces have also been
added at the lower layers of the ISO/OSI models. Conveniently and unique

|
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University of Rejkjavík

First EtherCAT seminar in Iceland
After a break of almost two years, the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) is

of an ideal and robust EtherCAT network as well as about special diagnostic

again starting with face-to-face events. The first on-site seminar since 2020

options, which enable fast troubleshooting. More important topics like cyber

took place on March 16 in the capital of Iceland, Rejkjavík. ETG has not pre-

security and the future security of EtherCAT through Gigabit expansion were

viously held any seminars in Europe’s second-largest island nation. EtherCAT

also discussed. During the breaks, specific questions from the participants

Technology Group numbers now 46 countries, which have hosted EtherCAT

were answered in personal discussions. Thanks to the support of Beckhoff

Seminars.

Denmark, the seminar was offered free of charge. Next, ETG is looking forward
to the planned on-site events in Norway and Denmark.

The half-day event at the University of Rejkjavík, which was aimed at EtherCAT
users as well as device manufacturers, was a success. More than 20 participants learned why the bus system is so important, and how EtherCAT can accelerate their application. Among other things, Oliver Fels from ETG informed
the interested participants about the basics of EtherCAT technology, the setup

More information:
www.ethercat.org
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Trade shows 2022*

Europe
Germany
Hannover Messe
30 May – 02 June 2022
Hanover
www.hannovermesse.de/en

LogiMAT
31 May – 02 June 2022
Stuttgart
www.logimat-messe.de/en

Automotive Testing Expo
21 – 23 June 2022
Stuttgart
www.testing-expo.com/europe

embedded world
21 – 23 June 2022
Nuremberg
www.embedded-world.de/en

Automatica
21 – 24 June 2022
Munich
www.automatica-munich.com

The Battery Show Europe
28 – 30 June 2022
Stuttgart
www.thebatteryshow.eu/en

ACHEMA
22 – 26 August 2022
Frankfurt am Main
www.achema.com

drinktec
12 – 16 September 2022
Munich
www.drinktec.com

AMB
13 – 17 September 2022
Stuttgart
www.messe-stuttgart.de/amb/en

Meorga MSR-Spezialmesse Ludwigshafen
14 September 2022
Ludwigshafen

SPS
08 – 10 November 2022
Nuremberg

ENERGIA 2022
25 – 27 October 2022
Tampere

www.meorga.de

https://sps.mesago.com

www.energiamessut.expomark.fi

Belgium

France

M+R
24 May 2022
Namur

SEPEM
14 – 16 June 2022
Colmar

www.im-namur.be

https://colmar.sepem-industries.com

Denmark

Italy

Automatik
13 – 15 September 2022
Brøndby

SPS Italia
24 – 26 May 2022
Parma

www.automatikmesse.dk

www.spsitalia.it

FACHPACK
27 – 29 September 2022
Nuremberg
www.fachpack.de/en

WindEnergy Hamburg
27 – 30 September 2022
Hamburg
www.windenergyhamburg.com

Light + Building
02 – 06 October 2022
Frankfurt am Main
www.lightbuilding.de

Vision
04 – 06 October 2022
Stuttgart

FoodTech
01 – 03 November 2022
Herning
www.foodtech.dk

ONS
29 August – 01 September 2022
Stavanger

Finland

www.ons.no

www.messe-stuttgart.de/vision/en

FMB
12 – 14 October 2022
Bad Salzuflen
www.fmb-messe.de/en

Hydrogen Technology Expo
19 – 20 October 2022
Bremen
www.hydrogen-worldexpo.com

K
19 – 26 October 2022
Dusseldorf
www.k-online.de/en

EuroBlech
25 – 28 October 2022
Hanover
www.euroblech.de/en

Meorga MSR-Spezialmesse Bochum
26 October 2022
Bochum
www.meorga.de

Norway

PulPaper
07 – 09 June 2022
Helsinki
https://pulpaper.messukeskus.com

SähköTeleValoAV
07 – 09 September 2022
Jyväskylä
www.paviljonki.fi/messut/sahkomessut

Elintarviketeollisuus messut
14 – 15 September 2022
Tampere
www.elintarviketeollisuus.fi

Alihankinta
27 – 29 September 2022
Tampere
www.alihankinta.fi

FinnBuild
04 – 06 October 2022
Helsinki
www.finnbuild.messukeskus.com

Spain
Hispack
24 – 27 May 2022
Barcelona
www.hispack.com

BIEMH
13 – 17 June 2022
Bilbao
https://biemh.bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com

Farmaforum
05 – 06 October 2022
Madrid
www.farmaforum.es

MATELEC
15 – 18 November 2022
Madrid
www.ifema.es/en/matelec
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The protection of
employees, customers and
visitors is our top priority;
due to the COVID-19
pandemic, below listed
trade show dates are
subject to change
without notice.
Sweden
Scanautomatic
18 – 20 October 2022
Gothenburg
www.scanautomatic.se

Switzerland
EPHJ
14 – 17 June 2022
Geneva
www.ephj.ch

United Kingdom

productronica China
13 – 15 July 2022
Shanghai
www.productronica-china.com

Canada

www.testing-expo.com/china

SIMTOS
23 – 27 May 2022
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

CWP
06 – 08 September 2022
Beijing
www.chinawind.org.cn

www.offshore-europe.co.uk

www.industrial-automation-show.com

PPMA Show
27 – 29 September 2022
Birmingham

CBB
12 – 15 October 2022
Shanghai

www.ppmashow.co.uk

www.chinabrew-beverage.com

Asia

India

China

Automation Expo
16 – 19 August 2022
Mumbai
www.automationindiaexpo.com

www.sciif.com

Japan

CIPPE
06 – 08 July 2022
Beijing

FOOMA JAPAN
07 – 10 June 2022
Tokyo

www.cippe.com.cn

www.foomajapan.jp

XMIE
07 – 10 July 2022
Xiamen

ROBOT TECHNOLOGY JAPAN
30 June – 02 July 2022
Aichi

www.straitsfair.org.cn

www.robot-technology.jp

www.infocomm-china.com

ITAP
18 – 20 October 2022
Singapore
www.industrial-transformation.com

IAS
20 – 24 September 2022
Shanghai

InfoComm China
13 – 15 July 2022
Beijing

North America

Testing Expo China – Automotive
05 – 07 September 2022
Shanghai

SPE Offshore Europe
05 – 08 September 2022
Aberdeen

SCIIF
07 – 09 June 2022
Shenzhen

Singapore

Malaysia
IRGCE 2022
06 – 08 September 2022
Kuala Lumpur

South Korea

www.simtos.org

KOREA PACK
14 – 17 June 2022
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.koreapack.org/kor

Taiwan
Automation Taipei
24 – 27 August 2022
Taipei
www.chanchao.com.tw/AutomationTaipei

SEMICON Taiwan
14 – 16 September 2022
Taipei
www.semicontaiwan.org

United Arab Emirates
ADIPEC
07 – 12 Novermber 2022
Abu Dhabi
www.adipec.com

Vietnam
VIAF
08 – 10 June 2022
Binh Duong
www.vietnamindustrialfiesta.com
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DEX Expo Hamilton
20 September 2022
Mount Hope, ON
www.dexexpo.com

ATX Montréal
09 – 10 November 2022
Montréal, QC
www.admmontreal.com

United States
INTERPHEX
24 – 26 May 2022
New York City, NY
www.interphex.com

Hannover Messe USA
12 – 17 September 2022
Chicago, IL
www.hannovermesseusa.com

The Battery Show
13 – 15 September 2022
Novi, MI
www.thebatteryshow.com

PACK EXPO
23 – 26 October 2022
Chicago, IL
www.packexpointernational.com

FABTECH
08 – 10 November 2022
Atlanta, GA
www.fabtechexpo.com

Oceania
New Zealand
EMEX
31 May – 02 June 2022
Auckland
www.emex.co.nz

www.margma.com.my

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

www.pc-control.net

